
Mr.  Speaker:  This is what the
Finance Minister said. I am just quot
ing from proceedings:

“There was a week-end in t et- 
ween and they were  very long 
memoranda.  We said  we will 
do our best  and see whether we 
would be able to  supply 500
copies.  They have to be  cyclo- 
styled and so on. That is what I 
said.”

Of course,  the  wording  does  not 
specifically mention that he undertook 
to circulate it,

Shri K. K Basu  (Diamond Har
bour):  He does not  deny it.

Mr. Speaker: No, he does not. The 
position is, they have placed on the 
Table 11 copies. If the hon. Members 
want that the copies should be circu
lated—well, for the time being  the 
copies on the Table may be taken 
advantage of as far as  possible—I 
think more copies should be  struck 
and circulated in the course of a day 
or two.  Today is  Wednesday,  and 
there is other business in between.

Dr. Lanka Sund&ram: In view  of 
the fact that this Bill may not come 
up  this  week. I think  circulation 
would be a better method.

Mr. Speaker:  That is what I am
saying.  As there is  other business 
and this Bill is not likely to  come 
up for at least three or  four days, 
copies can be struck and circulated, 
as early as possible. I find there are 
only about ten or twelve sheets. Hon. 
Members may also side by side  go 
through them—̂that does not  mean 
that there will be no circulation—̂be
cause there will be no further post
ponement of the consideration of the 
Bill on the ground that a particular 
Member or two Members or ten Mem
bers did not receive a copy in time.

Dr. Lanka Sundaram: The specific 
poix>t is that getting typed  copies 
circulated will not take five days.

Mr. Speaker: I am leaving it to the 
Finance Ministry to have the copies 
struck, when we have ample time now.
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The Bill is not likely to come up for 
three or four days at least and if the 
Members are keen on it the Finance 
Ministry can have copies struck and 
circulated by tomorrow or the  dpy 
after by the latest.

25 NOVEMBER 1953 Dhoties (Additional
Excise Duty) Bill

DHOTIES  (ADDITIONAL  EXCISB;
DUTY) Bill-<;ontd.

Mr. Speaker: The House will pro
ceed with the further consideration 
of the Bill , to provide for the levy 
and collection of an additional excise 
duty on dhoties issued out of milli 
in excess of the quota fixed for the 
purpose.

Shri S. V. Ramaswamy  (Salem): 
Yesterday. I said the hon. Minister 
of Commerce and Industry was accus
ing me that I was labouring under 
a misconception.  The Doint  I  was 
driving at  was this, Sir.  While an 
excise duty was sought to be impos
ed upon the production of dhoties for 
the purpose of helping the handloom 
l̂ndustry, a large loophole was left 
open.  It was not a loophole but  a 
broad gateway.  I was saying that a 
broad loophole was left open  and 
that was this: that there was no res
traint at all upon the production of 
sarees.  This production of sarees is 
increasing apace.  I shall  presently 
place the facts, Sir,  which would 
drive home my arguments.

[Mr. Deputy-Speaker in the Chair}

I have before me the figures for the 
production  of  dhoties  and  sarees 
separately.  In 1950, for the calendar 
year,  the  total  production  was 
199,602 .bales—an  average of 16,634
bales per month.  The production of 
sarees in the same year was to  the 
tune of 224,725 bales—an average of 
18,707 bales per month.  In 1951, an 
enormous increase in the production 
of both varieties was witnessed. For 
the calendar year 1951. the total pro
duction of dhoties was of the order 
of 500,664 bales—at an average  of 
41,722 bales per month.  With regard 
to the sarees. it was 238,404 with an 
average of 19,867  bales.  In  1952, 
Sir,.............
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Mr,  Depaty-Speaker:  The hen.
Member may be a little morie cool 
when he refers to sarees.

Shrl S. V. Ramaswamy: In 1952, the 
4otal  production  of  dhoties  was 
482,163  bales  at an  average of 
40,180 bales per month.  Production 
of sarees was to the tune of  377,907 
bales with an average of 31.492 bales. 
For the ten months of 1953. Sir, the 
total is: for dhoties 298,813 bales and 
for sarees 288,075 bales.  I submit, 
îr. there is an alarming increase in 
the production of sarees and unless a 
restriction is placed also on the pro
duction of sarees. the good intention 
of the Government to help the hand- 
ioom industry will not materialize at 
«11.  I do not know what made  Mr. 
Heda say that the positjion of the 
handloom industry has improved*  It 
is not so. Sir. The position in Madras 
State, particularly, is very bad and 
the situation is even now going from 
fead to worse. Unless there is. as has 
teen  stated  repeatedly,  elsewhere, 
reservation of dhoties and sarees ex
clusively for the handloom industry, 
1 submit there is absolutely no hope 
of the survival of the handloom in
dustry.  The position that had been 
stated Iby the composite Legislative 
Assembly of Madras  has now been 
restated by the newly formed Andhra 
Government and they say that reser- 
"vation of sarees and dhotis for  the 
handloom industry is absolutely es
sential for the preservation of  the 
handloom industry.  They go further 
and say that yarn  must be made 
lavailable to the handloom industry at 
the rate at which it is available at 
the mills plus the handling charges, 
in which case. I am  sure. Sir, the 
tiandloom  industry  will  certainly 
thrive.

The hon. Minister  for Commerce 
and Industry yesterday put forward 
an argument that it is bad enough 
for one industry to .be a parasite up
-on the other.  I do not know what 
tie meant by saying one industry be
ing a parasite upon the other.  Per- 
4iaps he meant that the handloom in- 
•dustnr was thiivlng at the expense

of the mill industry.  I submit. Sir. 
the position is the reverse: it is the 
mill industry which is thriving at the 
expense pt the handjoom industry. 
All these dhoties and sarees  were 
♦being produced only by the handloom 
industry before the mills came into 
being. The history of the mills is not 
very long.  At best, it can be 'raced 
back to only  half la century ago. 
Therefore, it would be correct to say 
that the mills are thriving upon the 
destruction  of the handloom  indus 
try.

One curious  argument  that ha&
been advanced by the mill-owners is 
that the handloom  industry is so 
specialised,  its  products  are  so
beautiful, that they are fit only  for 
export.  They proceed further  and 
argue that the entire internal market 
must  be reserved  for the mill  in
dustry.  It is surprising that the mill 
industry which  has  got  enormous 
financial resources at its  command, 
which  has got all the engines  of
propaganda and publicity at its com
mand. should ask for the reservation 
of the internal market for itself end 
try to drive out the handloom  in
dustry for export  trade.  Let me
cite the instance of  Japan to our 
mill-owners.  Japan which lay pros
trate in 1946 has staged  a tremen
dous come-back all within a  short 
period of six or seven years to such 
an extent that  she is now able to 
compete in the  world market with 
England, United  States of America 
and India.  How has she been  able 
to achieve this? I would suggest that 
our  mill-owners should study  the 
methods by which Japan  has  been 
able to make so much headway  in 
the world  markets in so short  a 
period. Japan is now trjring to launch 
upon an export drive and not thrive 
at the expense of the small indus
tries in the internal market.

i, therefore submit, Sir, that though 
this measure is welcome, it does not 
meet the situation wholly.  It Is a 
half-hearted measure.  What is neces
sary is to  take a stronger step  to
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protect the handloom industry 
help it.

and

Now, let nie read the deflnition of 
the word ‘dhoti* as given in the Bill. 
Clause 2(a) (ii) says:

“ ‘Dhoti’ means any type of grey 
or bleached cloth of plain weave 
which—

.... (ii) contains coloured yarn 
on its borders.’'

This definition, as  is, provides 
a very  big loophole for  the  mill- 
owners  to  escape.  Supposing  no 
coloured yarn is on its borders, but 
the  border is plain  white? Then, 
they can manufacture dhoties  non- 
challantly: you cannot catch them and 
bring them to book.  They will take 
advantage of this clause and produce 
such  varieties that  do not  have 
coloured  yarn on  the borders.  I, 
therefore, submit that it is very neces
sary that this sub-clause should  be 
deleted.

As I have urged, Sir, the proper 
measure t̂b take is puniitive action 
and not imposition of this duty.  If 
criminal action camiot be thought of 
for an.v reason, if Government think 
that this is the only way to curb the 
open defiant  attitude  of the mill- 
owners, I submit,  Sir, the rate of 
duty  given in the schedule is  not 
enough.  It is not deterrent enough 
to prevent them from  manufactur
ing more than their auota.  In  the 
amendments notice of which I have 
given, I have sought to raise the duty 
to make them deterrent  My hon. 
friends from Bengal and other places 
have urged that on account of curtail
ment of mill-made dhotis prices are 
going up.  I appeal to them. Sir, in 
the name oC those one crore of our 
fellow  citizens,  men, women  and 
children of the weaving classes,  the 
flesh of our flesh and the blood  of 
our .blood, those who are shivering 
in cold and hunger, so buy handloom 
cloth and encourage this industry.

BIr.  Deputy-Speaker:  A number of 
hon. Members want to participate in

the discussion.  Enough has already 
been said.  If there are new uoints 
Ijon, Members may refer to them.  If 
,there are very old points which ought 
to be impressed or stressed, they may 
do so lightly.

Shri H, G. Vaishnav (Ambad): 
Doubts have been expressed by  sa 
many hop. Members as to whether 
this measure would serve the jbject 
which has been enunciated in  the 
Statement of Objects and Reasons ap
pended to it.  Of course, if that ob
jective would be  achieved .by this 
measure it should lie supported iin- 
animously.  But, in my opinion, this 
measure would not fulfil the object 
of giving encouragement to the hand
loom industry.  On the other  hand 
it may have a contrary effect. If the 
intention of the Government  was to 
encour|age  the handloom  industrŷ 
there should have been some  more 
deterrent steps adopted by way  of 
legislation.  This  Bill  instead  of 
deterring the mills, will give them 
a licence to p̂o(̂ ûce dhotis and sarees 
as they like, if only they pay  the 
additional  excise duty.  If Govern
ment had announced or asked mill- 
owners not to produce dhoties more 
than sixty per cent of their average 
production during the period April 
1951 to March 1952  and if. as has 
been  stated in  the  Statement  of 
Objects and Reasons to this Bill, some 
mills or units produced more dhoties 
in excessive quantity, my question is 
why those mills were not taken  ta 
task and why extra production  was 
not confiscated.  That was the  best 
way to check this over-production and 
that was the proper punishment  to* 
give to the units which contravened 
this order of the Government,

Tiôtead Of  doing tbat. what is 
sought by way of this Bill is  just 
to levy some extra charges.  That is 
to say, if some mills produce  iitore 
quantities, if the excess is uo to 12| 
per cent, some two annas per yard 
is to be charged; if the excess is 2S 
per cent, three annas; if the excess
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is 50 per cent.» four annas; and over 
0̂ per cent, eight annas.

This shows that nnills are given a 
licence to produce as much as pos
sible—simpiy  pay  the  duty  and 
finish up the matter.  I think this 
will have effect in other ways. More- 
»over this will be a licence to mill- 
owneiia to charge extra on dhoties. 
The ordinary purchaser will not be 
able to know whether a particular 
dhoti is produced  by  way of extra 
<auantity or whether it comes in  the 
category of production of mote than 

per cent, or 25 per cent, or 50 per 
cent, or whether it is in the  fourth 
category.  The  consumer  will be 
charged by the millowner or  by the 
shop-keeper in whatever manner he 
likes.  But the consumer will not be 
in a position to know whether It is 
within the limited production or whe
ther it comes in the category of two 
annas, three annas, four annas  or 
eight annas extra charge.  Whatever 
charges the shop-keeper or millowner 
demands, the consunr>er will have to 
pay.  And that  is the reason  why
everywhere, immediately  the order 
was  passed, dhoties  have  become 
rather dearer in the market. Nobody 
will know whether a particular dhoti 
-or a particular stock belongs to the 
•<?ategory  of  extra  prodtuction  or 
comes oui of  the  normal  produc
tion within the limits allowed to the 
mills.  In this  way the consumer
is  required  to  pay more  price.
Mills are  given  a  licence  to
produce as much  quantity as they 
want and everywhere there v̂ill be 
a black market and a sort of  mis- 
TTianagement, and the object of this Bill 
will not be served. The very purpose 
of this Bill T>e affected in this  way. 
And instead of giving help to hand- 
looms—there will be no help—at all— 
on the other hand it will have effect 
in the other direction.

As has been suggested by so many 
Members, the definition of “dhoties” 
is also defective and some way will 
be found by millowners that it docs

not  come under  definition  of 
“dhotî

In this way the Bill seems to  be 
defective and it requires so  many 
changes.  It cannot  »be effected by 
amendments.  The Bill  ought  to 
have been drafted properly and care
fully, which has not been done.

Of course the object of the  Bill is 
quite all right.  If the object is serv
ed We can all support it.  But in its 
present form the Bill can hardly be 
supported, and though the object is 
a good one, the purpose will not be 
served.

Shri Gadgil  (Poona Central):  I
am somewhat in an embarrassing posi
tion because I do not know whether 
I can, consistently with the interests 
of the vast number of consumers that 
I represent, support this BID. Simi
larly it is very difficult for me  to 
oppose it for the simple reason that 
this Bill, according to its objective, 
is sought to be introduced and pass<=Ki 
for the benefit of the handloom wor- 
’ kers.  However, what I want to  say 
is that if the object of the Bill is 
to give  additional protection  and 
encouragement to the handloom in
dustry, then the  way in which the 
scheme of the Bill is framed is least 
likely to achieve that object.

The graded scale of duty iwill not 
affect if the millowner or manufac
turer finds that the plrces are attrac
tive.  He will pay—whether it is 12| 
per cent, or 25 per cent, and so on 
and so on—he will continue to pay 
that additional excise duty so long as 
the price is attractive.

What does it indicate?  If the price 
is attractive, it is not only attractive 
for the additional production, that is 
over and above the 60 per cent,  but 
it is attractive to the •ntlro produc
tion of the mill.  In other words the 
prices are expected to go up, and this 
is something which has actually haiH 
p̂ ed.

If the House remembers. In the year 
1950  the production of dhoties  and
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sarees went down so much that the 
average per month of »\>ales of dhoties 
was about 16,000 and of sareeg 18,000. 
There iwas a huge cry in the country 
Prices had gone up so much  and 
there was scarcity  of dhoties and 
sarees with the  result that in the 
month of February 1951 Government 
directed the mills to reserve 50 per 
cent, of their loomage for the  pro
duction of sarees and dhoties.  Be
cause, Government intended that there 
iB̂ould her greater  production and 
greater supply of this kind of stuff 
so that the prices may come down or 
at any rate there must be enough to 
meet the demand.  The result  was 
that from February 1951  the  pro
duction of this kind of cloth went up, 
and the average for  the year 1951 
was  41.722  bales  of  dhoties  and 
19,867 bales of sarees.

Such was the position by the end 
of 1951, and the same position conti
nued right up to the month of Decem
ber, 1952 when there was a sudden 
change in the policy.

3 P.M.

The Arst emphasis (was on giving 
relief to the consumer, in terms  of 
Quantity at any r̂ate and in terms 
of price if possible.  Then the em- 
ptiasis shifted, and it ŝhifted from 
coming to the help of the consumer 
to going to the help of the producer, 
namely the handloom worker.  The 
result was that the Government levi
ed an excise duty and the production 
had gone down: 40 per cent,  reduc
tion straightaway. Today, as a resiult, 
prices have gone up.  The Govern
ment took the risk of decontrol; the 
prices went down by about 15 to 20 
per cent.  But, this marĵin was im
mediately made up the moment the 
Government decided  to levy tome 
sort of a duty for the purpose of pro
tecting the handloom stuff. The con
sumer is left high and dry. As I said,' 
I find myself in a very embarrassing 
position. We have just to strike some 
sort of a mean between the conflict
ing interests and try to find  out if.

without withdrawing substantially the- 
pnomised aid and protection io the* 
handloom worker, we could not d(̂ 
spmething for the consumer.

I understand from the Census re
port that the total number of wor
kers dependent on the handloom In- 
austry is just 21 lakhs and  the num̂
ber of looms is 24 lakhs.  But, the
sample survey  initiated at the  ins
tance of the Textile JEnquiry Com
mittee  showed that  all these  24;
lakhs of  handlooms are not working;,
about 55  per cent, âe working.  As
suming that two persons are neces
sary for working one loom, it rough
ly comes  to about two million.  We*
have to  take into consideration  the*
employment  interests  of  these  2
million people.  On the other  hand, 
we have 34 crores of consumers. When 
I put thisi particular point of view 
before the House, I am not blind to* 
the fact that the obligation of em
ploying every able-bodied man in this 
country is on the Government, that 
the economy of the country should 
be so arranged that none should  be 
found unemployed if he is willing to 
do work.  But, the question reallŷ 
arises, can all this be done by this 
method.  All along, we were under 
the impression that the Government 
was evolving a policy by which  the 
consumer will  have a fair  price,, 
labourers îll have fair wages  and 
mill-owners or  manufacturiers will 
have  a  fair  return on  their
capital.  What  I  have found  in.
the course of the last 6 years is that 
whatever happens, the consumer may 
suffer, may go  without cloth,  the*
labourers, wherever they are not pro
perly organised, may also suffer, but 
in no case have the manufacturers, 
suffered.  They have really put  the 
Government of the day on  the mat. 
You can find out from the figures 
that in 1948  January or February. 
Government  decided to  decontroL 
Within 3 or 4 months prices shot up̂ 
and the result was that control  had 
to be re-imposed. But, in between the*
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two moments according to the calcu
lation made by my hon. friend Shri 
K. K. Desai. the mill owners pocketed 
2C0 crores of rupees. Even this year, 
two  Ordinances  were  passed 
very recently;—I have nothing to say 
.because this is not the occasion.—-but 
I have got an impression and I am 
confirmed in that impression.  When 
only last month I visited Ahmedabad 
and had some talk with people who 
are in the know of things, they said: 
it is all right because we are »bigmill- 
owners; but the smaller uneconomic 
units Will go to dogs; so much  the 
better for  us; there  will be  less 
competition.  In other words, what
ever the Government does in  order 
to help the down-trodden people, the 
result is that the upper dog gets the 
benefit.  This has been the history of 
the handling of the textile industry 
by this Government.  I am sorry to 

that the time has now come when 
this industry must be nationalised. So 
long as you are dealing with this pro
blem in this piecemeal uncoordinated 
manner,  you cannot eliminate compe
tition between the handlloom  stuff 
and the mill made sUuff.  You might 
put an additional duty on production 
in a mill or you might do this or 
that.  The fact remains that the two 
things compete in the open market. 
Therefore, the better method  would 
be that the Government should take 
over the entire  production of the 
handlooms.  It is not very difficult. 
Have not Government  enough ex
perience  in the  procurement  of 
cereals?  When millions of peasants 
were brought within the system  of 
procurement, it was not found very 
difficult. If there were certain defects, 
by the experience by now those defects 
could toe got over. The Government 
should take over the entire produc
tion of the handloom industry. Also, 
if they cannot  straightaway  natio
nalise and take over the textile in
dustry, at any rate, they should fix n 
prijce schedule and  take over the 
entirte production of the mills and 
pool them together.  In that way, the 
consumers* interests will be protect
ed.  After all, what  are economic 
activities for?  It is for the consumer

that every economic activity is direct
ed.  Whatever  you  produce  in 
industry or In the agricultural field, 
it is ultimately meant for the con
sumer.  Here is your policy.  I  do 
not accuse the Government because 
I know that they mean well.  But, 
what are the results  of the policy 
that has been followed so far,  and 
that is proposed to be followed? The 
result will be, again,  the consumer 
will be getting less.

Dr. N. B Khare (Gwalior):  The
consumer will be consumed.

Shri Gadgil: He is presuming too 
much.  The point is that the Govern
ment instead of  dealing with this 
problem....

Mr,. DepiiKy-Speaker: The Govern
ment is concerned only with the con
sumer and not the employment  cf 
persons?

Shri Gadgil: I wish they were so. 
But, the fact is that actually in 1950. 
when  production was  considerably 
less, Government came to the rescue 
and the emphasis was on giving help 
and protection to the consumer. Later 
on, when production rose, when the 
stuff was available, prices were  go
ing down.  There was a turn in the 
policy, as I said, for the purpose of 
giving some employment to these two 
million people.  In doing that, as I 
said, the larger interests of the con
sumers were  slightly given a left
handed treatment.

What I am suggesting is this. There 
is a way, there must be found out a 
way whereby these two interests could 
be combined. The Government should 
deal with the whole industry in an 
integrated manner. As I have  said, 
there must toe a price pool. There is 
another way in which it could be done. 
The main point is to avoid competition 
between the two. They can reserve a 
sphere for handloom  stuff and an
other sphere either in terms of terri
tory or in terms of quality to  the 
mills. Or, just  as in the  rationing 
system,  at any rate in Poona, some 
good rice was given, but some bad
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rice had  to  be  taken;  otherwise, 
you  cannot  «et  ration,  similarly, 
when the Government  combine the 
whole  thing,  they can insist  that 
for every ten  yards  of  mill-made 
cloth, a man must buy two yards of 
handloom.  That is one way of do
ing the thing.  Another way, as I 
suggested the other day, is this. The 
Government, in paying their employees 
in semi-governmental institutions, in 
organised industry, instead of giving 
100 per cent, current  currency, can 
give 95 per cent, and  5 per  cent, 
credit notes or coupons which will be 
valid tender only for the purpose of 
buying articles manufactured in the 
cottage industry sphere. These are 3 
or 4 ways in which it could be done.

But, so long as you allow the compe- 
tion in the open market between the 
two, there is no possibility that both 
will survive. Ultimately, the handloom 
will go to dogs.  What will happen in 
the long run when we are thinking of 
rapid industrialisation, and very right
ly, is a matter for the future to con
sider, but in the present context when 
you are emphasizing the employment 
aspect—I have no quarrel with it—you 
must not neglect the interests  of 
the consumers whom at any  rate, 
I have the honour to represent along 
with most others, although personal
ly I do not use mill cloth.

These are the things I wanted to 
suggest.

Stiri H. N.  Mukerjee  (Calcutta 
North-East): I am happy that I speak 
after my hon. friend, Mr. Gadgil has 
spoken, because so often I have a 
feeling that perhaps one of  these 
days, not before long, we shall And 
him sitting on our side of the House.

Sliri N, C. Chatterjee  (Hooghly): 
Come here and sit next to him.

Shri  GadffU: He can come here
nearer. It is all the same.

Shri H.  N. Mukerjee: He made
abservations with which I found my
self very largely in agreement,  and 
1 am happy that he has brought to

the fore with all the strength which 
his preseintation commands  certain 
points which I am sure Government 
ought to take into consideration.

I listened with much interest, as I 
always do, to my hon. friend,  the 
MHnilster \for Commerce and Indusn 
try, when he moved the consideration 
of this Bill.  But, 1 fear, Sir, that he 
tried to low-light the real character 
of this legislation by merely pointing 
to its ad hoc necessity.  It may  be 
that  for , certain  purposes,  parti
cularly  for  the  purpose  of 
assisting the  cause  of  the  hand
loom industry,  it  may  be  neces
sary for us to restrict the production 
of dhoties to a certain extent.  How 
far we should go and how we should 
go is, of course, a different matter, 
but I admit that it mav be necessary 
to restrict production, but the hon. 
Minister for Commerce and Industry 
naturally did not tell the House any
thing about the implications of this 
measure, because, if he went a little 
deeply into the implications of this 
measure, it would have shown up the 
completely inept handling of the tex
tile crisis in this country by this Gov
ernment.

Now. Sir, there is  crisis in the 
textile industry, and to quote  the 
Presidetfit of the West Bengal MiU 
Owners’ Association, it is in Bengal 
a greater crisis than elsewhere. And 
so. it is in order to help the country 
out of this crisis that Government has 
come forward with certain proposals. 
It is very ironic that usually the cry 
is that the workers are lazy, that tiiey 
are not producing.  Usually, the de
mand is for increase of production, 
but as soon as there is a slight in
crease, there is a howH  reg;arding 
over-production.  There is a  talk 
about what is put more delicately in 
the “Eastern Economist*’ of the 2nd 
October, as “the necessity  of a cer
tain amount of labour displacement”. 
I also observe very threatening state
ments which are coming now from the 
side of those who are in control  of 
this industry.
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Wfe know, and Mr. Gadgil has al
ready emphasized it, that, generally 
speaking,  the  mill-owners,—and
especially, the bigger the  mill-owner 
the more rapacious his ideas—when
ever they find that there is a setback 
to demand on some scale and as  a 
result there is a threat to the pros
pect of the kind of profit they desire, 
resort to the ready remedy of closure, 
as if to hold the community  to ran
som.  That is exactly what they v/ere 
trying to do, and the Minister, in his 
statement when he issued the Ordi
nances, said that panicky pronounce
ments  were made and  somewhat 
hast̂ily notices v̂ere issued for the 
<?losure of shifts tby certain mills, not
ably in  Ahmedabad.  These mill- 
owners do use this weapon for hold
ing; the community to rjansom, and 
they are, even now, after  the pro
mulgation of these Ordinances,  go
ing on issuing rather in a meek and 
mild way, because they are compli
menting the Commerce and Industry 
Minister very effusively,  statemt»nts 
suggesting that very likely there is 
going to be unemployment, that wry 
likely there is going to be retrench
ment. I find, for example, it was stat
ed in a special article in the “Eastern 
Economist” on the 2nd 6f October, 1953, 
that with its growing difficulties, the 
cotton mill industry can hardly afford 
to keep such a large and costly labour 
force  employed  for  an  jndeflaite 
period.  It refers  also to what  it 
•chooses to call “redundant  produc
tion’'. That is the kind of thing which 
is being said by our mill-owners, and 
they are not satisfied entirely with 
what the hon. Commerce and Indus
try Minister has offered to  them on 
a silver platter.  They  want  some
thing else. They want to have an 
abolition of the export duty on coarse 
jgoods alfogether at the same time.

They have gt)t a considerable amount 
f̂ relief which has been computed by 
the capitalists themselves at  about 
Rs. 6 Crores. Here I find that Gov
ernment has a very  queer  way of 
looking after the welfare of the people 
as a whole. When the cotton mill in
dustry is in difficulty.  Government

assists them to the extent, monetarily 
speaking, tjf Rs. 6 Crores. When the 
handloom people are in  difficulties, 
Government brought forward legisla
tion here in this  Parliament  some 
time ago, and as a result of it, a spe
cial cess of Rs. 4 Crores had  to be 
levied, but from the consumers. This 
is the way the Government behaves 
and today the Government is trying 
to cloud the issue by putting it forr- 
ward that, after all, the  handloom 
weavers are a very large chunk of 
the community, which is true—they 
are entitled to every sympathy—and 
that therefore, in order to save them, 
we must have this  restriction. A 
sort of illusion is being sought to be 
created in the minds of the handloom 
workers, and the illusion  is to the 
effect that if you stop the sale, if that 
is possible,—1 think my hon. friend, 
Pandit Thakur Das Bhargava,  even 
went so far as to suggest  that the 
sale of mill-made dhoties and sarees 
should be stopped altogether here and 
now—of mill-made cloth  altogether, 
then everything would be lovely in 
the garden and the  handloom wea
vers in a most wonderful  position. 
That is the kind of dangerous illu
sion which is being sought to be fos
tered, which is being  placarded by 
this Government all over the place, 
and that is also being put  forward 
as an excuse for this particular Bill 
now before us. I say, Sir, that it is 
completely a travesty of  facts. As 
Mr. Gadgil also suggested. I  would 
say that if Government really want
ed to help the handloom weaver, why 
does it not come forward to buy up 
the entire production, or at least the 
major bulk of the production of the 
handloom industry. Why don’t they 
use the production of the handloom 
industry in their own  different de
partments and  market it  properly 
if they have the facilities  and the 
apparatus to do so? Actually, I re
member there was a suggestion that 
as far as things supplied  to Mem
bers of Parliament when they  live 
in Delhi are concerned, as far as fur
nishings Or the kind of textile needs 
of the Parliamentary set-up  of our 
rountry is concerned, we  might use
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only handloom produQts. We do not 
mind that at all. We welcome that 
kind of measure to assist the hand
loom industry, but nothing of the sort 
is being done. On the contrary, the 
Idea is being propagated  in  their 
mind that everything  would be all 
right once there is restriction of pro
duction. This shows to what lengths 
the Government and its  friends in 
industry are prepared to go. how they 
are prepared to say good-bye to the 
real interests of the workers and the 
ronsumers as well as  industry—be
cause. I do not say for a moment that 
the interests of industry have to be 
obliterated. I do say  that  industry 
certainly requires assistance,  if that 
assistance is justified, but the way the 
cotton mill industry  is coming for
ward is a way which we cannot cer
tainly support.

Besides, here is a measure  which 
tries to restrict  the  production of 
dhoties. How are we going to solve 
the present crisis if we restrict the 
production of dhoties and if we try to 
increase exports and thereby help to 
bring some more profits to the coffers 
of the mill-owners? That is exactly 
what is sought to be done. The mill- 
owners are themselves shouting from 
the house-tops  that lately  exports 
have become a very difficult propo
sition. I think it was again, in ‘The 
Eastern Economist* that  I found it 
was stated on the 30th October. 1953:

'‘In the last nine months  of 
this year, exports have amounted 
to only 500 million  yards.  as 
against a figure of 1.000  million 
yards, which was a target for a 
full year, arranged <5onsiŝ ntly 
with the Buxton Conference esti
mates. The effect of the abolition 
of the export duty on  medium 
cloth and the drawback  of im
port duty  on  super-fine  cloth 
made of imported  cottons,  will 
probably have the effect of rais
ing our exports in a full year to 
something like 800 million yards.**

Again, as we know, on  account of 
the competition from Japan and the 
U.S.A.. and also the U.K.. as far as 
the market in Singapore or  Burma, 
or Ceylon or Malaya or Pakistan or 
Hongkong is concerned, the possibi
lities of our exporting enough to these- 
countries of Southreast Asia are dimi
nishing from day to day, and there
fore exports are really very difficult 
on account of this strenuous compe
tition. All .the same. Government are 
going to give every possible enc?ourage- 
ment to export, so  that our  mill- 
owners might get as much as possi
ble into their  pockets.  I  suggest 
that to try to solve the crisis by step
ping up exports is  fantastic. It is 
an absolutely impossible proposition.

I say  also that  the  handloom* 
worker and every other  person in 
our country  are  all  interested in 
one matter about which Government, 
seem to be oblivious, and that is the* 
production of yarn, or the supply of 
yarn. In Andhra, I find  that  the 
crisis in handloom industry has taken 
such a serious turn that there have 
been many arrests and lathi charges,, 
and thousands of handloom weavers 
are demonstrating, and every day we 
get reports of  hunger  marches  of 
these handloom weavers in  Andhra- 
desh. The crisis of the handloom in
dustry is due to a variety of factors, 
and at least one of those factors is 
the lack of supply of yarn. The em
phasis on production of cloth in order 
to increase exports has continued for 
so long, because of this  combination 
between  Government and  industry, 
and spinning has been neglected.  I 
find from the figures, the product!orr 
of yam fell from 1447 million pounds 
in 1948 to 1175 pounds in 1950.  Sa 
there was a drop of 272 million pounds 
in three years* time. This is the kind 
of thing which goes on. Even if Gov
ernment and industry try to pul  a 
little  more cloth  into the  market, 
because  export is  difficult,  on the 
whole, our per capita consumption has 
not increased.  Actually, in 1950-51, 
our per capita cloth consumption was 
only 9:70 yards.  The official figures.
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lor 1951  and  1952 are H’8 and  14 
yards  respectively.  It is about  2i 
yards less in 1952, than in 1939-40. If 
the Five Year Plan succeeds,—and as 
far as cotton textiles production  is 
concerned,  certainly it can  succeed 
before time—the target to be achiev
ed is 15 yards per capita. But here 
again, we lind that they cannot  sell 
the product. And I can  quote ‘The 
Eastern Economist', again asking for 
the reduction of prices of foodgrains 
and the return to the food subsidies, 
so that more money would be avail
able, and there will be slightly more 
purchasing power in the hands of the 
people.  The reduction of prices  of 
cloth is therefore of absolute neces
sity.  I would suggest that reduction 
of prices of cloth could be achieved, 
because there is enough room, especi
ally  as  far  as  the  bigger  units 
of our textile production are concern
ed, for a  substantial  reduction  cf 
their cost of production.  If the mill- 
owners cut down their heavy adminis
trative expenses, if they take effective 
steps against  mismanagement,  and 
the vagaries of the managing agency 
system, if  they  satisfy  themselves 
with a reasonable p'rofit, then  there 
might  very  well be a  substantial 
reduction of prices. So. if we find on 
the part of the industry an attitude 
of coK)peration, if  Government  re
move  or  substantially  reduce  the 
excise duty on cloth, return to food 
subsidy, and  strictly  enforce  price 
cjontroL of cloth, then of course, a 
considerable  improvement  in  the 
present situation is quite possible.

We find that the wholesale prices of 
cotton manufactured articles aregohig 
up. The index shows that it was 389 
on the 6th September 1952, while it 
was 408 on the 5th September 1953. 
That being the position, it is extreme
ly important for Government to have 
a real plan for putting the industry 
on a really efficient basis, efficiency 
meaning that the profit motive will 
have to be beaten down at least  as 
far as the interests of the total com
munity today demand it.  The step 
suggested  by  Government  re
garding the restriction of production

to 60% is going to  mean  that  our 
monthly production of dhoties, which 
Is about 50,000 bales, would be reduc
ed to 30.000 bales.  On this point, 
certain questions have  been  raised 
from the point of view of the  West 
Bengal MilU.

What I find is that the restriction 
ig not going to militate against  the 
interests of the bigger units of  the 
cotton mill industry,  whether  they 
are in Bombay or in West  Bengal. 
It so happens that in West  Bengal, 
there is perhaps one really big  and 
efficient  cotton  mill, and that is  a 
Birla Mill, which has got all the facili
ties. all the appurtenances, for con
ducting its operations, as efficiently as 
it can be done anywhere in India. In 
Madras also, there are. as you knoŵ 
very well, those companies  operated 
by the  Managing  Agency  firm  of 
Binny and Company, who do not care 
a brass Dutton whether you are gông 
to produce dhoties and saris or not. 
because they produce other kinds 
textiles, shirtings,  longcloth.  voiles, 
and  heaven knows what other kinds 
of textile products.  The bigger units 
in our cotton mill industry all  over 
the place can do with a  great deâ 
more restriction than thi* restriction 
of 60%.  Actually in these cases, if 
Government really go into the merit 
of the matter, and have wise and ex
perienced and well-equipped advisers, 
as far as their cotton textile policy ia 
concerned, they can go all over  the 
place and  perhaps set up  different 
schedules of production, because un
less you do that, you are bound  to 
perpetrate something which we shall 
call injustice to those who are  the 
weaker members of the cotton  mllF 
industry.

Most of the mills in West Bengal 
produce dhoties and saris, and  most 
of them are uneconomic.  We have a 
large number of uneconomic mills all 
over India.  It seems the estimate 
varies from  34 to 150,  but ansiiow, 
there is a large number of mills which 
are  not yet  organised in  such  a 
fashion that they can deal with  the 
problems of modem industrial  pro
duction.  The West  Bengal  mills
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generally producing dhotis and  saris 
would be very hard hit, and it will be 
almost impossible for most of them 
to be able to market their products, 
and at the same time make the kind 
of profit which  they  perhaps  can 
legitimately expect.  I have been told 
also—I am not very sure, but this is 
what 1 have been informed—that  in 
the basic period which the  Govern
ment of India have selected, viz. the 
period from March 1951 to April 1952, 
most of the Bengal  mills  produced 
more saris, as there was  much  de
mand for the saris at that time.

The Minister of Cammerce and In
dustry (Shri T. T.  Krishnamachari):
On a point of information, Sir.  May 
1 mention to the hon. Member  that 
no kind of a readjustment of the basic 
period will help any of these Bengal 
mills, excepting one mill?  '

Shri H. N. Mukerjec: I appreciate
that. That means at least that Govern- 
jnent contemplates  some relaxation 
of the rigidity as far as the West 
Bengal mills are concerned.  But  I 
leel, Sir, that if these mills are going 
to function effectively and if they are 
going to produce at least as much as 
West Bengal needs today, then  they 
should be treated with even  greater 
consideration.  I say so  because  m 
West Bengal only 265 million  yards 
of cloth are  produced and of  that, 
very little is fit for export as it is 
mainly coarse and  medium  dhoties 
and sarees.  Now the fixation of 60 
per cent of the total production  of 
dhoties and sarees will naturally push 
them into a terrible mess.  Now,  if 
the per capita allotment of 16 yards 
is borne in mind, West Bengal requir
es at  least 40  crores  of  yards 
but West Bengal mills cannot at their 
best produce more than  26i  crore 
yards. And that is why colth comes 
from outside West Bengal, which is 
not really the way  to  solve  the 
'Crisis. So possibly if the case of West 
Bengal mills is considered with an eye 
to all the difTerent factors of the situ
ation, then I am sure a via  media 
could be discovered.

In connection with this, I also want 
to point out another matter  which 
was mentioned by the hon. Minister. 
He said that many of the West Bengal 
mills had misbehaved.  Now, it is 
very îkely—I hold no brief for  the 
West Bengal mills—that  they  had 
misbehaved, but i do not think  that 
there could be a generalised statement 
that  there  was  universal  misbe
haviour.

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: No, Sir.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: I say this
because on the 14th September  this 
year a question was asked in this 
House and the answer elicited was to 
the  effect that some 45 mills  had 
exceeded their dhoti production  and 
prosecution had been ordered.  But 
somehow, there was  no  prosecution 
by the Stale  Government  of  West 
Bengal,  Either therefore the  West 
Bengal Government was in  collusion 
with the mill  interests  or  certain 
factors had been brought to the notice 
of the West Bengal Government  as 
well as of the Central  Government 
which indicated that a rigiid applica
tion of whatever was the rule at that 
time was not warranted in this parti
cular case.

Shri T. T. Krishnamacharl: That is 
correct.

Sbri Heda (Nizamabad); Taken the 
wind out of the sails.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: It is neces
sary, therefore, for us to  remember 
that it is not by merely attempting to 
step up exports, it is not by  merely 
attempting to safeguard the  profits 
of the millowners that we are  going 
to solve the crisis.  As a matter  of 
fact, our cotton mill industry is some
thing of which the country is proud. 
Nearly 800,000 workers work in this 
industry, and this industry means not 
only that 800,000 people and their de
pendants are relying on  what  they 
get of their work, but also it means 
that the setting up of  these  cotton 
mills adds to the economic efficiency 
of our country.  It  creates  certain 
sites where all kinds of other  con- 
commitant buiinesg operations  have
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to go On alongside a cotton mill, and 
therefore, the existence of this indus
try is to Us very Important.  But I 
warn the Government that from time 
to time the  employers  are  coming 
forward With all sorts of bogeys.  I 
find, for example, about the cost  of 
cotton  which they are going to  get 
from Egypt, that that depends  very 
largely on what happens in Egypt— 
how sterling cotton is going to come 
to this country.  It may be that that 
again would  create  another crisis. 
So this sort of dependence upon what 
is happening abroad should cease as 
soon as ever it is possible. I say also 
that much of the machinery in these 
cotton mills is now getting obsolete 
and perhaps one of these days  the 
cotton millowners will come  before 
us and say that Government has got 
to help. The Government has to take 
the entire situation into consideration 
and have a complete plan regarding 
the rehabilitation of the cotton mills 
industry with a view, not  certainly 
to the profits of the millowners, but 
mainly to the needs of the consumers 
and also to the needs of the working 
class. '

I see also. Sir, that the rates of the 
excise are almost  punitive.  Now 
there is restriction of production and 
there is a punitive excise.  I am sure 
it does not really help.  There is no 
price control.  If  there  was  price 
control, I could have understood  at 
least some aspects of it, but in  the 
absence of price control, this restrict 
tion of  production  and a  punitive 
imposition of* excise is, to my mind, 
something which is not acceptable.

Then again, I say that perhaps  it 
will be better if this  excise can  be 
turned into a sort of cess which might 
be utilised- for the purpose of assist
ing the handloom industry as well as 
the real needs of  the  cotton  mill- 
owners when they are really warrant
ed.  If the  money that is to come 
from this particular imposition is  to 
be utilised for the genuine interests 
of our country, then surely we  can 
welcome that kind of measure. As It 
is Sir, therefore, i find that the bigger

mills are not affected by this restric
tion, and it is the smaller mills which 
require to be assisted in the present 
context of things.  They are  badly 
affected: and I find the consumer  is 
getting as raw a deal as he ever did. 
It is good that Mr. Gadgil reminded 
us of those days in 1948 when decon
trol meant—and it had been  openly 
stated in all the papers—that in three 
months* time the cotton mill magnates 
and middlemen netted 100 crores  of 
rupees or some ruch figure.  It is 
good, Sir, that you remember  these 
things and, remembering these things, 
we have to fashion our policy. I repeat. 
Sir, however, that  we  have every 
s.ympathy with the handloom workers 
for whose interests we are prepared 
to go as far as it is possible to go. 
But we resent the illusion which is 
being sought to be created, that  by 
merely restricting the production  of 
mills you think the handloom workers 
would be ultimately  benefited.  On 
the contrary,  we  say that this is 
not going really to benefit the hand
loom  worker  substantially.  This 
shows how necessary it is for Govern
ment to come forward with a really 
comprehensive  scheme with an eye 
to the interest of the consumer,  tlie 
worker in the  cotton mill industry, 
the worker in the handloom industry 
Rfl well as the legitimate interest and 
legitimate expectations of profit which 
the cotton mill owner may have in thê 
context of today.

Dr. Lanka  Sundaram (Visakha-
patnam): The hon. Minister for Com
merce and Industry  might â  well 
congratulate  himself on the  very
adroit manner in which he has evad
ed the issues in directing this debate 
on this  very  innocent-looking  Bill. 
But it happens. Sir,  that  this  Bill
constitutes one of the three steps no 
far taken by the Government of India 
to assist Drimarily the  cottage  and 
handloom industries.

1  regret to say that  during the 
course of thiu debate since yesterday, 
the very purpose for which these steps 
have been taken has been almost for
gotten by my hon. colleagues in this
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House. Let us see. Sir. what exactly 
ig the structural position of this Bill 
in relation to the previous steps taken. 
In the Arst place, there is that noti
fication—No. T.C.  1052 of  January 
putting a ceiling on the production of 
dhoties by  mills up to 60 per cent. 
Now. this Bill.  Sir,  seeks to  plug 
certain loopholes in that notification. 
Then, Sir, there is the Bill, the Khadi 
and other Handloom Industries Deve
lopment (Additional Excise Duty  on 
Cloth) Bill which  this hon.  House 
passed in April this year.  And 
the present Bill, for an addition  to 
the excise duty.  In other words, one 
is to plug  certain  loopholes in  an 
-executive order and the other is  to 
supplement the excise duty levied in 
April this year.  I belong to that 
school  of  thought,  Mr.  Deputy 
Speaker, which believes  that  wher- 
wer there is any loophole in the law 
or the procedure available to Govern
ment, it has got to be plugged.  But 
the fact remains that while introduc
ing this Bill, my hon.  friend.  the 
Minister of Commerce and Industry, 
as I have said earlier, adroitly evaded 
the issues involved in the considera
tion of this Bill.

With your permission. Sir I would 
like to quote from what he said  on 
the last occasion when he was piloting 
the Khadi and other Handloom In
dustries  Development  (Additional 
Excise Duty on Cloth) Bill in April 
thifl year.  This is what he said:

“This i.s  purely  a  taxation 
measure. The operative clause is 
ônly clause 3.  On the quantum 
• of the tax and the nature of the 
tax,  the  remarks  made  were 
really very  few.  The  other 
-clauses  are  merely  padding 
'Clauses. In fact, the expenditure 
that is going to be made out of 
this cesa collection is  a matter 
'Which will come within the scope 
of parliamentary  control  Hon. 
Members will realise  that  they 
have passed the Demand forRs. 2 
«̂rores, as a token for expenditure 
lon khadi and  handlooms, when

they  accepted the  Demands for 
Grants in  respect of  the Com
merce and Industry Ministry. No 
portion of the money can be spent 
without parliamenljary  sanction, 
and the money that is spent will 
be under the control of the Audi
tor General*'.

Sir, the estimate  given was  that 
under this Khadi and other Handloom 
Industries  Development  (Additional 
Excise duty.on Cloth) Act of  April 
this  year, as  much as 6  crores of 
rupees would become available to the 
Government for distribution towards 
assistance to the khadi and handloom 
industries.  My regret is that  while 
introducing this Bill, my hon. friend, 
the Commerce and Industry Minister 
did not mention exactly what he estî 
mates to get out of this additional 
excise duty.

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: It will 
depend upon the amount of  misbe
haviour.

Dr. Lauka  Sundaram: Without
having an  estimate of the  possible 
misbehaviour he has brought in this 
Bill. That is a small point. But the 
point I am trying to draw the atten
tion of the House to is this. Enormous 
quantities of money are raised as  a 
taxation measure, to quote the words 
of my hon. friend the Commerce and 
Industry Minister. How is this money 
being spent?

Shri  T. T.  Krishnamachari: No
portion of it. Sir, can be spent with
out parliamentary sanction.  I under
line those two words once again.  If 
we spend it we will come before the 
House for a supplementary grant.

Dr. Lanka Sundaram: I thank the
hon. Minister for the enlightenment, 
Sir.  But, what has  happened since 
the Bill was passed, and the cess was 
imposed?  Why is this cess Being 
sought to  be  imposed  under the 
present Bill?  The point I am reallj 
worried  about, Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
is this.  Admittedly—and there cm 
be no  two  opinions  about it—th#
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‘handloom industry is in the doldrums. 
Not today; the crisis has not come in 
today; it has been  there ior  some 
jrears,  as you yourself know.  Sir, 
particularly in the South. It is within 
■the  memory of most of my hon. 
colleagues here that my hon. friend 
the  Commerce  Minister  waged  a 
battle royal with such a redoubtable 
politician and statesman like Mr.  C. 
Rajagopalachari, who wanted 100 per 
-cent, reservation of dhoties for  the 
handloom industry ]ast year.

Shri T. T. Krlshnamachari:  Ques
tion.

Dr. Lanka Sundaram: Finally,  one 
fine  morning  the  hon.  Commerce 
Minister capitulates.  I am not grudg
ing the capitulation, because I person
ally believe that something must be 
<3one,  as he  said  yesterday  some 
<irastic thing some fundamental thing 
must be done to save the industry on 
which more than a crore of people are 
xiependent these days.  But the Ques
tion still remain̂  unanswered,  Sir, 
«ince I find here the law, the Khadi 
and other Handloom Industries  Act, 
came into force in April and 7 months 
*have gone by. Has any money been 
<;ollected?  Can they say how  that 
money is being spent?  Is there gtlll 
a balance of unspent money? How is 
the hon. Minister going to arrange for 
its expenditure to give succour  and 
relief to the handloom and khadi In
dustry in the first place, and also  to 
rehabilitate portions of that sector of 
our national economy? Sir. an answer 
to these questions is of fundamental 
importance.  Without an answer  to 
these  questions this  House  cannot 
Bgree to the passing of this Bill. I am 
convinced that nobody in this country 
seriously objects to the rehabilitation 
of the khadi and the handloom Indus
try.

Now. let Us examine a bit carefully 
the objects for which' these enormous 
sums of money are sought to be rais
ed as an Impost upon one section of 
the industry in India.  Clause 4 oi 
the Khadi and other Handloom In
dustries  Development Act of  April

this  year  contained  the  foUowing 
objectives.

“Undertaking assistance to and
encouraging the Khadi and other
Handloom Industries.”

Sir, this  House is  entitled,  while 
considering this Bill, to  information 
from my hon. friend as to the manner 
in which  this  objective  ha#  been 
sought to be reached, during the last 
7 months.

The other objective, Sir, *encourâ 
ing adoption of improved methods of 
manufacturing khadi and other hand
loom cloth and so on*. It goes on to 
specify actually seven  objectives.  I 
do not wish %o waste the time of the 
House by reading them, because  all 
of us have gone  through this  Bill 
earlier. But, I feel I should draw the 
attention of the House to these objec
tives.  I want information as to the 
manner in which the  Governments, 
both at the Centre and in the States, 
have assisted and enabled thig indus
try to fulfil these objectives. Other
wise, there is no necessity  for  thia 
Bill. In fact, the most laudable action 
would be a repeal of this Act which 
we passed in April even  though  1 
would regret that.  i personally feel 
that  everything  must  be  done to 
strengthen the mechanism  and  the 
machinery of the Government for the 
proper  utilisation  of 6 croreg of 
rupees, the  money  collected  from 
April when the Act was passed,  to
wards the assistance to the handloom 
and khadi industries.

Sir. here under clause 5 there are 
very interesting provisions made. The 
rule-making power is  entrusted  to 
the Government  For example, they 
have defined powers:

(a) ‘the proceeds of the duty of 
excise levied under this Act 
may be applied for all or any 
of the purposes specified in 
section 4;’.

“(b) the  making of  grants  or 
loans from such proceeds ta 
State Governments for all or 
any of the said purposes;
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(c) the allocation of the net prô 
ceeds of the  duty of excise 
between  khadi  and  other 
handloom industries;

(d) the manner in which accounts 
relating to the  proceeds  of 
the duty of excise  shall be 
maintained;

Sir, I demand, and I am sure every 
hon. colleague of mme in this House 
irrespective of party affiliations would 
demand, information as to the manner 
in which this vast sum of money  is 
being spent or is being sought to be 
spent in the manner indicated.

Having said  this. I will say  that 
the whole object of my intervening in 
this debate is this. 1 have an interest 
in the good of the handloom industry 
which has a large stake in my part 
of the country, Andhra Desa.  I  am 
grateful to my hon. friend Prof. H. N. 
Mukerjeo for  having  brought  this 
matter before this House.  Out of 
the 28 lakhs of handlooms  in  the 
country, my hon. friend the Commerce 
Minister said about 4 lakhs ar© non
commercial, and  located in  Assam. 
I do not have  any  personal  know
ledge of Assam, and I do not know 
the definition of non-commercial and 
commercial.  I am persuaded that in 
Andhra Desa the industry, both  the 
khadi and non-khadi sectors, of which 
we have got an enviable  reputation 
in this country, there are not less than
350,000 handlooms.  I am sub.iect  to 
correction, because I have not got the 
break-up which is difficult.  I am 
talking with a great amount of <;au- 
tion.  Anyway, the handloom indus
try is rather a well-equipped industry 
in India.  From my own constitu
ency, Sir, only last week some 3,000 
handloom weavers  started on  what 
is called a hunger march.  I have 
telegrams; I have memoranda, and I 
cughf to have been present there, but 
for work in this House. These hunger 
marches have been going on as Prof. 
Mukerjee said earlier, since  several 
months.  In the  Andhra  area the 
handloom weavers are very hard hit;

in fact, gruel centres are sought to 
be organised for the relief of  these 
people.  There is acute economic dis-̂ 
tress in Andhra Desa.  From the re
ports I have received it is so in other 
parts of the country also, in Madhya 
Pradesh and Maharashtra also.  (In
terruption).  I want here the answer 
to the question: the purpose for which 
the three steps were taken or sought 
to be taken  by the  Government, 
beginning with the executive action of 
January, then passing  this Act  of 
April this year and also the present 
Bill.  Is it sought to be sclVL’d by the 
mere raising of finance?  It would 
appear, Sir, that in the name of plû 
ging loopholes in the executive powers 
they are only raising revenue.  and 
nothing less and nothing more.  7. 
sball be grateful, and I shall be in
terested to know the manner in whiclt 
it is really proposed to give relief to» 
the people who are afflicted, and also to 
rehabilitate and re-organise the hand
loom and khadi  industries in every 
part of the country, so that it will be
come a very important and self-suffl- 
cient sector of our national activity.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Is that  all
relevant for this Bill?  This is only a 
preventive or punitive Bill not intend
ed for raising taxation.

Dr. Lanka Sun̂aram: That is the
question I put. Sir.  My implications* 
are clear.

Mr.  Uepuly-Speaker: If anybodŷ
commits a breach, the object Is  to 
penalise him.  It is intended to pena* 
lise the production of more than the 
60 per cent, allowed.

Dr. Lanka Sundaram: The point  I 
was making is that this Bill is intend
ed to plug certain loopholes, and so 
it must be taken in the context of that 
Act which we passed in April.  '

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Are we going 
to hear the administrative difflcultiss 
of the previous legislation?

Dr. Lanka Smidaraiu:  Sir, if you
refer to the Statement of Objects and 
Reasons of this Bill, it is clear. It is
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said, ‘with a view to assisting  the 
handloom  industry’. So, this House 
is entitled to know in what way the 
Government was able to assist  the 
industry by the previous cess. (In
terruption),  I was going to put  a 
question to the hon. Minister  about 
the emplosmnent implications of  this 
Bill.

Sir, I quote a  sentence from  his 
speech on the last occasion, in regard 
to the Khadi and other Handloom In
dustries Bill, before this House. I am 
quoting from the proceedings of  the 
9th April. He said:

“Unfortunately, in our country 
to talk of full employment itself 
ik̂a travesty against  the truth.
In a country where there is a lot 
of under-employment  and there 
ij a lot of  disguised  unemploy
ment, for us to reach the level of 
full employment is going to take 
a long long time. Even supposing 
by a miracle, We become a tota
litarian country, until we  could 
by  a  mere  edict  change  the 
phase of the economic life, even 
then the time factor cannot  be 
altogether done away with.**

I should like to refer to this quota
tion for one reason, particularly the 
objective of the Government in rela
tion  to  the  executive  order  of 
January, the Bill of April and  the 
present Bill, to rehabilitate and assist 
the handloom and  khadi  industry.

Now, this is the attitude with which 
they have  approached this Bill.  I 
have quoted this from the speech of 
the hon. Minister for the purpose of 
drawing the attention of the House to 
the very serious implications of  the 
unemployment problem and the pro
blem of the khadi and handloom in
dustry.  I am sure the hon. Minister 
would give us as much Information as 
is possible in the circumstances as to 
the manner in which  these  moneys 
are raised and how they are  being 
spent and so on and so forth.

One other point and I resume  my 
seat. Yesterday, when ‘he spoke on 
the Bill, the hon. Minister referred to

53a PSD.

certain statistics.  He said that  the 
peak production of  dhoties in  this 
country was about  50,000  bales  a 
month. He also said that the demand 
internally is about 45,000 bales a month 
land with ê v:eiling of  the  pro
duction of dhoties  under the  exe
cutive  order of  January, at 30,000 
bales a month.  If it is so. deduct 
the 30,000 bales from the 45,000 bales, 
the balance would be  15,000  bale<t 
That is what you call the possibility 
for the handloom and khadi industry 
to supplement mill production. When 
there is such a tremendous scope for 
the production of khadi and  hand
loom cloth in India, how is it that 
even 7̂ months after the passing  of 
this Bill, the khadi and the handloom 
industry of our country is still in the 
doldrums.  That is a question  for 
which the House is entitled to get an 
answer.  What  is  happening?  I 
listened to one of my hon. colleagues 
a few minutes  ago,  Shri  Gadgil, I 
think, who made a reference to a part 
of the handloom capacity being un
employed.  The House is entitled  to 
know the manner in which part  of 
the  industry  is  unemployed,  and 
It  that  is  so,  whether they  are 
not able to fill up the gajL  This Is 
really 50 per cent, of the total miQ 
production of dhoties. I think a auc
tion of policy is involved here Sir.

In Andhra and other parts of the 
country, there is a very grave situa
tion developing—I am not given to 
exaggerating matters—and this is Kd- 
ing on for months together, and some
thing must be done to give relief to 
the khadi and handloom weavers.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Shri Chettiar.

Shrl R. K. diaudliiul (Gauhati): 
Should not dhoti-wearing people  be 
given preference to speak, Sir?

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: I am aware of 
this.  Actually I am calling one in 
four “dhoti people”.

At 5 o’clock I intend calling upon 
the  Minister  to reply.  I  would 
therefore request hon. Members  to 
restrict their remarks to ten minutes 
each.
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Shrl T. S. A. Chettiar (Tiruppur): 
•The whole objective of  this Bill  is 
to give employment for nearly one 
prore of handloom weavers in India. 
The House will *know, Bir, that a 
claim was made that all dhoties and 
saris must be reserved for them but 
Ihe Government of India did not ilnd 
its way to  accept it.  From  the 
figures that the hon. Minister  gave 
to the House,  I am unable to see as 
to how far this reservation had help
ed the handloom weavers.  To  my 
knowledge—I was here when he deli
vered his speech—no account was give 
-as to the extent they  have really 
benefited by this reservation.  Today 

position does not seem to  be 
any better than it was before reserva
tion.  We were told that the reser
vation to this extent will go to help 
the employment of weavers, but  in 
Madras, which is a place where  a 
large number of  weavers live, in 
Andhra area and in almost  every 
place where th«y are in  large num
bers, we find that their stocks  are 
piled up and don’t move.  I would 
have wished that the Government* of 
India should have gone into the rea
sons for these stocks not having been 
moved rather than bring blUs like 
this on such tentative presumptions. 
A duty has been levied; an Act has 
been passed by  which  Will get 

nearly Rs. 6 crofes, .but the way of 
giving employment to these weavers 
is not yet known or found. Absence 
of an effective market is the main 
thing.  This can be done either by 
way of reservation or by helping the 
industry to become more competitive. 
The extent to which we have reserv
ed, that is, 40 per cent, of dhoties has 
not  considerably  helped  the hand
loom weavers, and now the proposal 
IK to allow the mills to produce more, 
if necessary, on  payment of some
thing like a punitive tax.  The pro
duction of such cloth is bound  to 
weigh heavily in the market and to 
that extent is bound to be competi
tive against the handloom weavers. 
To my mind, it seems that this pro
posal. by its very nature, defeats the 
objectiive with which the  original 

•ction was taken.

So. Sir. to this Bill, as far r\s  I 
see, there is opposition  from the 
handloom  weavers  themselves be
cause this may affect them prejudi
cially by the mills putting into market 
, productwoin more than 60 per cent.
, again, when a mill goes into work
ing, the larger the production the 
lower the  cost.  This duty, in  the 
case of certain efficient mills, will 
tnoT bother them at :all.  I am not 
•sure whether this Bill is to help the 
mills or the handloom weavers.  We 
have also heard complaints from the 
side of the mills, and I am not able 
to see for whose benefit this  Bill 
has been brought forward.  In  this 
matter, I think we must come to 
certain conclusions ideologically. The 
Government of India, in their Five 
Year Plan, have said that as far as 
the handloom industry is concerned— 
we should support  it especially be
cause it is a humane problem seek
ing to give employment to a crore 
of  people.  If We want to  do it
let us do it efficiently. The  way in
which we are  trying to tackle  this 
problem is half-hearted and ineffect
ive. It helps neither the mills nor the 
handloom weavers. I am sure that the 
way in which  this problem  should
b«  tftckled is to secure  a  mar
ket  for  the  handloom  weavers* 
products—̂ whether  it  be dhoties, 
whether  it  be  saris  or  anything 
else.  The  suggestion  was  n\ade 
by  Shri  H.  N.  Mukerjee  “Let 
the State purchase all the goods oi 
the handloom weavers’*.  If that is 
possible. I shall be very happy.  I 
think that in spite of this reserva
tion. it has not done much good  to 
the handloom weavers. Let us decide 
oncR and for all—the House and the 
Government—whether we  want the 
handloom weavers to live or we wa.it 
to make them die.  What is happen
ing now is that many of the hand
loom weavers are dying of starvation. 
We know how much they are suffer
ing and have  suffered.  Previously 
they did not get yam and today they 
are not able to sell their goods. They 

are suffering a great deal either way, 

I think this half-hearted way of deal
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ing with the problem is not good and 
does not solve the problem at all. 
To my mind, this Bill will in no way 
help the handloom weavers but  in 
some respects it will make its compttti- 
tors stronger.

l>epuity-SpeajKen I am trying 
to distribute the time to «iome ooor’** 
in favour of mills and to some ethers 
in favour of handlooms. I have heard 
many in favour of handloom weavers. 
Shri R. K. Chaudhuri.

4 P.M.

Shri R. K. Chaudhari:  Sir, I am
grateful to you for giving  me  this 
oppor̂tunity of  ispeakioig on  this 
Bill, because I am one of the very few 
persons who habitually use dhoti. One 
of the i;easons, I think, which has 
brought about the slump in the trade 
of weavers'  merchandise  in South 
India is due to the example which 
the hon. Minister for Commerce and 
Industry has shown by discarding his 
dhoti altogether.  So far as my own 
State is concerned. We have nothing 
like slump in trade.  But so far as 
handloom dhoties are concerned, we 
are rather suffering from failure to 
supply this demand which is already 
there, and this failure is due to the 
fact that in our State sufficient yarn 
is not  available.  My friend,  Mr. 
Lanka Sundaram, was speaking about
3,50,000  looms in Andhra State.  I 
think it will be a surprise fop this 
House to learn  that in our Stale, 
Assam, there are not  less than 40 
lakhs of handlooms, or even more. 
At least in every household, nearly, 
there  is a loom.  Taking a  vory 
modest view, at least there should 
be 40 lakhs of handlooms there, and 
most of them are lying idle for wimt 
of yarn, because the mill yarn will 
not be supplied  and seicondly, al
though we in Assam are very much 
in favour of having a spinning mill, 
the Government has not granted us 
that facility at all.  A spinning miU 
was s(tarted in Gauripur in Assam 
and some spindles were supplied, but 
afterwards that  supply was  with
drawn, because the company  could

not furnish the necessary funds with
in the time stipulated by the Gov
ernment.  This is the way in which 
the handloom industry is being en
couraged by the Government.  So far 
as the object of this Bill is concern
ed, that it is with a view to help the 
handloom  industry that  this  Bill 
is coming forward, I might say with
out hesitation that this is only  a 
naked mockery.  It is nothing but  a 
naked mockery. If you really wish to 
help the handloom industry you ought 
ito make sufficient quantity of yam 
available  to it and at a cheap rate 
The Government may incur a little 
loss in the beginning by sacrificing a 
little of their revenue and .by making 
the yarn  available to the handloom 
weavers at a much cheaper rate.  It 
is only through that means that  the 
handloom weavers can compete with 
the millowners.  Otherwise, it is very 
difficult for them to  compete. with 
the millowners.

What wUl be the effect of this BUI? 
The effect of this BUI would be either 
to benefit the miUôers or to .bene
fit the consumers. Consumers natural
ly prefer, excepting  in Bengal and 
Assam, mill-made cloth.  In 3engal 
and Assam, on all sacred occasions 
too, we prefer to have the handloom 
dhoties and sarees.  Therefore, Sir, 
if really it is Intended to encourage 
the handloom industry, the States of 
West Bengal and  Assam would be 
prepared to take a sufficient supply 
of these dhoties and sarees  from 
South India, if it is possible to get 
them.  At the same time we  want 
that we should be given a sufficient 
quantity of yam so that we can pro
duce our handloom cloth also.

Now, Sir, I do not Icnow what 
really meant by thi*  '*Dhoties (Ad
ditional  Excise Duty)  Bill**.  It is 
stated in the definition: ** ‘Dhoti’  is 
dhoti which is gjenerajly known by 
that name.’*  In Assam, Bengal and 
Orissa, we have a different nomencla
ture for dhoti and  saree worn by 
males  and  females  respectively. 
Those  which are  worn by females,
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wc call them sarees and those which 
are worn by  males, we  call  them 
dhoties.  So. I do not know whether 
the object of this Bill is entirely to 
exclude sarees.  Here, in this part of 
the country. I know they have two 
kinds of dhoties.  One is  called 
‘mardana* dhoti and the other is 
called—that is  for females—*zenana’ 
dhoti.  We know the word ‘saree*  is 
unknown here, so to say, except in 
the sense of silk saree. (Interrupt- 
tions). But they are called *mardana’ 
dhoties in Delhi.

Mr. Depaty-Speaker: You need not 
worry.  The confusion  is  only  in 
Delhi.

Shri R. K. Chaudhuri: I do not know 
very much what sarees they out on 
here, but in our country our people 
do not put on sarees but they put on 
'mekhla* which  is something of a 
scarf.  The womenfolk in oiir State 
do not put on sarees but only *mekhla/ 
You, Mr. Deputîpeaker,  are quite 
right in asking  me not to worry 
about them, because in these days, 
one ought to be a little parochial.

Mr.  Depaty-Speaker:  There are
others to take care of thatl

Shri R.  K. ChaudEiari:  Another
thing. Sir. is that the  dhoties are 
only those which have got a coloured 
border.  That is the definition which 
is given.  Now, a large majority of 
v̂idows put on uncoloured  border 
sarees or ‘sada’ sarees.  In our coun
try, both in Bengal and Assam,  orly 
those who have lost their parents can 
put on uncdloured  border sareea. 
Otherwise, they have to put on the 
ordinary border sarees.  I think that 
I need not worry again about it, so 
far as women are concerned, because 
now they have taken to put on border
less sarees.  They do not care whe
ther you call them  widows or at 
persons who have husbands.  They 
put on borderless jackets, borderless 
silk and everything. There is no need 
to worry about that also, but the main 
point about which I am worried is that

the Government, in order to be clear 
in their object to help the consumers 
xSiSi well as the l̂andJoom weavers*
' ought to make yarn available at a 
cheaper rate foî ai certain number 
of years.  Now, for the purchase ct 
khadi in Delhi, there is a concession 
of three  annas in  the rupee, that 
concession is in Delhi alone and not  <
in other parts of India.  And  that 
three annas concession is not given 
to those silk cloths like Indian *mooga% 
because that is paid by the riovern- 4-
ment.  So, if the  Government also 
is  prepared  to risk  some  money 
in the interests of handloom weavers 
they should first of all suffer  some 
loss in the beginning and make the 
yarn available to the weavers at a 
much cheaper rate so that*they  can 
compete with the mill cloth. Second
ly, they ought to give a concession to 
the purchasers at three annas in the 
rupee, and a little more than that to 
those piurchasers of handloom cloth.

Acharya Krtpalani (Bhagalpur cum 
Purnea): We supply ‘yarn* free here.

Dr. N. B. Kfaare: At Rs. 40 oer day 
—not free.

Shri R, K. Chaudhuri: In that case,
I request the hon. Member to give 
some yarn free to Assam and  they 
can use it there, because, as I said, 
there is a loom in every household in 
Assam.  And those looms are lying 
idle for want of yarn.  We do not   ̂
worry about markets.  We get suffl-  , 
cient markets there for our  hand- 
loom cloth, because people generally 
prefer to put on handloom cloth there. . 
Towels which are mill-made are un
known in our part of the country. 
They use ‘kamchas*. dhoties and all 
other cloths made by handloom. The 
only diflfiĉjlty is, of course, that— 
and that is natural—silk yields more 
income.  Generally the weavers are 
all women.  Mother, daughter  and 
sister—all do the work.  They weave 
the cloth.  The loom is never idle 
in that way.  Sometimes the mother 
sits on  the  loom,  sometimes  the
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daughter and sometimes the daughter- 
in-law.  The loom is kept busy  but 
now it is silent.  There is no yarn. 
So, the problem, if it has got to .be 
solved in the interests of the weavers 
and in the interests of the consumers, 
would be by helping; the Government 
or the people there, to start a spinning 
tnill so that they can supply yam at 
a much less rate than here.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: Sir, up till 
now, men in authority and power were 
telling our people: Troduce of perish.̂ 
Now, we are going to tell them: ‘If 
you produce more, you shall perish.* 
Keally this Parliament is going toleli 
the mill industry of India that if you 
produce more, you will have to pay 
a penalty. This is a punitive measure. 
If  the  Government  is  sincerely 
anxious to help the handloom indus
try, all sections of the House, irres
pective of party afBliations,  would 
stand by the Government and help 
them.

Sir, I come from Bengal and I can 
tell my hon. colleagues in this House 
that there are thousiands of people 
who have migrated from East Ben
gal-poor refugeeŝ who kept up the 
magnificent  handloom Industry  in 
Dacca and also In Mymensing  and 
in Nokhali and in parts of Tippera, 
and  who  are  doing  fine  work. 
Thousands were engaged in this work, 
but a number of them have died. It 
is a very tragic story.  Our Govern
ment could not or did not do much,
and  without  resources  they  died
neglected.  I went to some of these 
handloom weavers’  colonies in the 
district of Nadia and those colonies 
were in a very bad state.  They are 
the people who used to manufacture, 
and their forefathers used to manu
facture  the  splendid muslins  of
Dacca apd the famous Tangail sarees. 
Those people  are now sitting  idle
and their looms were »not working. 
Not ten or twenty but hundreds of 
them were idle.  Sir. the only thing 
that I want to point out to the hon. 
Minister  is this:  This Bill is not
merely a clumsy device, it is a total
ly ineflfective device which  you have 
brought forward for amelloratln* itoe 
liandloom izkluMry.

Now, look at this Bill. I have never 
seen such a wonderful measure  as 
this.  Definition:

“(a) ‘dhoti*  means  any type 
of grey or bleached cloth of plain 
wave which—  .

(i) is manufactured  by a mill 
either wholly  from cottjon 
or partly from  cotton and 
partly  from  any  other 
material;

(id) contains coloured yarn  on 
Its borders;

(iii) has a width ranging between 
twenty-eight  inches  and 
fifty-four inches; and

(iv) is conunonly known by that 
name.*’

If you omit only coloured yam on 
the border you get out of this. There
fore. by little device you can make 
this penal  provision thorolighly  in
effective.

Secondly, Sir, this Parliament enac
ted the Khadi and other Handloom In
dustries  Development)  (Additional 
Excise Duty on Qoth) Act, (Act No 
XII) of 1953, the  other day.  We 
would like tc  know how much has 
been collected and what has  been 
done.  Obviously there had  been 
some mills which were not co-operat
ing,  The hon. Minister told us, and 
we were very sorry to know  that, 
that some mills in West Bengal mis
behaved.  I am further assured by 
the hon. Minister that really the so- 
called mis-behaviour was not on  a 
ilarge or wide scale; only one mill 
did something improper and  there 
was no prosecution or anything  of 
the kind.  I am glad to know of it.

Sir, if the intention  really is to 
assist the  handloom industry,  will 
this kind of measure at all be helpful 
or effective?  Is it right on principle. 
Sir, to render assistance to only one 
section, or one section of the Indus
try at the expense of the other sec
tor which is better organised, which 
is more  efficient?  It  is  right  on 
principle?  Is it  consistent  with 
•ound •conomic principle to do that?
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[Sbrl N. C. Chatterjee]

Sir, look at the burden that we are 
imposing on the mill industry.  You 
are trying to alleviate unemployment 
in the handloom industry.  But are 
you not going tp create unemploy
ment in thet 'jnlU industry?  What 
will happen?  It you  compel  the 
mills to produce only up to 60  per 
cent,  of their previous yearns  pro
duction what will happen is that they 
will close down some of their shifts; 
some mills will perhaps be closed down. 
What will h£ippen? There is bound 
to be unemployment.  In one portion 
of the same industry you will create 
unemployment  for the purpose  of 
reducing unemployment in the other 
sector.

Look at the benefits to be secured 
by the handloom industry.  Will  It 
be  really  something  appreciable, 
something which would place  them 
on their feet? I have always thought 
that this kind of palliatives, this kind 
of clumsy device, as the hon. Minis
ter himself has said.....

SGiri T. T. Krishnamachari: I said 
you might call it:  I did not say it
is a clumsy device.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: It is certain
ly a crude and clumsy device; it is 
a very ineffective device.  Really, if 
you want to help the handloom in
dustry you ought to  take  a  long 
range view of things.

Your own Planning Commission in 
their report have put  forward cer
tain methods whereby the cottage In
dustries can fee  put on their feet. 
First of all there  should be some 
r̂gulatjed pyst̂ of State purchase. 
Secondly  co-operative  organisations 
should Jcome fomvaiid; the co-opera- 
tftve syitem should not be confined 
merely to  stimulating only  rural 
credit  That should be  organised 
properly for the purpose of helping 
cottage industries.  You cannot have 
a proper co-operative  system of or
ganisation unless and until there  is 
Governmental guarantee of financial 
assistance.  Government should  do 
it.  That is the first thing to be done.

Therefore, I am appealing to the Gov
ernment that co-operative  societies 
should not be confined merely to the 
old habit of supplying  rural credits 
IJhe  successful working  of the co
operative system would depend  on 
the  resources, financial  rescturces: 
and there  must be  governmental 
guarantee or big banks’ guarantee.

Secondly there should be efficient 
organisation of the  workers in this 
industry.  This industry, or this part 
of the industry  is  thoroughly  un
organised; Government should do it.

Thirdly, the State should play its 
part in the revival of cottage indus- 
tîies, specially in this sector.  But 
they have done nothing.  They them
selves have said that they can  do it 
in many ways. They can do it by the 
supply of raw materials;  coordina
tion of training and research; setting 
up of emporia.  They can introduce 
the system of compulsory purchase. 
Those things ought to be done.  It 
will not do for them to say that the 
mills should not produce beyond  a 
particular Quota.  The taxation  en̂
visaged by  this measure is  very
heavy; it ranges from 2 annas to 8 
annas.

The  Bombay Economic  Enquiry 
Committee made six suggestions for 
the revival of the handloom indus
try: (1) raw materials (2) technique 
of  manufacture  (3) finance  (4r>
marketing (5) taxation and (6) solu
tion of the  other difficulties.  You 
know, Sir, what the mill industry
contributes today fey way of taxa
tion, State, Central and local.  They 
are paying over Rs. 40 crores annual
ly.  Don’t kill that industry which ia 
laying golden eggs.  You should not 
cripple it.  If you cripple it you will 
be doing no service to the country.

If your idea is to help the handloom 
industry what are you going to  da 
for improving the technique of manu
facture, to improve the marketing of 
their goods?  What are you going to- 
do for giving them adequate finance? 
How are you going to ensure  that 
they get the raw materials?  Wherk
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I used to go to Assam in my younger 
days, as my hon. friend Shri Rohinl 
Kumar Chaudhuri said, I could hear 
the mualc oS the handloomi work- 
dng, because every ĥousehold there 
had a handloom.  There will not be 
a family without a loom.  But that 
music has now stopped, mainly  be
cause raw materials are not available. 
The hon. Minister says that yam is 
available in plenty; possibly there if 
faulty distribution; possibly there  Is 
no proper organisation to look to the 
distribution.  So, It is the lack  of 
finance, lack of organisation,  lack of 
marketing facllli?bies,  these are the 
factors which are crippling the hand*̂ 
lioom lindusftry.  Merely  penalising 
manufacture by the mills will  not 
help.  This kind of negative approach 
won't do.  I am pleading for a more 
positive, more constructive, more help
ful approach, which will lead to the 
lasting good of the handloom indus
try and that will lead to the revival 
of this cottage industry.

The Bombay Enquiry  Committee 
reported that most <Jf the handloom 
weavers, the artisans, are in the grip 
of moneylenders.  They have got to 
pay heavy  interest due to want of 
banking facilities.  What steps  are 
you going  to take?  Is there any 
stores purchase policy under contem
plation?  Is the Government thinking 
of starting emporia?  Are you  going 
to poirchase handloom cloth and dis
play it properly; are  you going to 
stimulate the sale of our handloom 
products in foreign markets?  What 
ar\i the Têctîe Commlsaioners and 
our well paid ambassadors and stafi 
doing?  Are they advising the hand
loom weavers to develop a particular 
type of design, artistic design, which 
will have a foreign market?  Is there 
any coordination  in that direction? 
Therefore, I am  saying that  you 
should create these factors which will 
remove the real handicap in the way. 
Mere punitive approach, mere penal 
provisions for the purpose of penalis
ing more production by the mills will 
not do.  It will only  hurt the ordi
nary consumer; it will hurt the poor 
people Therefore I am pleading for 

iin a recular  organisation—

what you yourself  recommended  In 
,the Planning Commission’s Report— 
supply of raw materials,  co-ordina
tion, research and training and not 
merely reservation of spheres of pro
duction, not merely the imposition of 
a cess.  I am pleading  for a more 
constructive approach, a more helpful 
approach.  And that will be the real 
approach to the problem.

ftnmrn  (f̂ r̂ ifhsr̂r— 

'sft,

^ TT

*P![r I I

fsr̂r ̂ ’t’ *rrr  ̂rfarnr̂

 ̂ fWT ft:  TTHz

I ^ wr  ̂:

“one-fourth of sixty oer cent of
the total Quantity of dhoties pack- 

■  ed by that mill durinR the rele
vant period.”

 ̂ % fi?r If?

fsp  ̂ 3m ^

WT fK SWR ̂ ̂   ̂'SK  ^

gs? * 3rr Tft t ^  ?fr

;3!T ̂  ̂  f’Tsr  t I

II ?ftwr Iff ̂ ww'srnT̂rrfTiff'TTfiT-

ffTfST 'TT̂J «rT ̂  sfjft TfT

 ̂   ̂ «nr Tfff?

rf
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'Tra  ̂ ?r 9>t ̂  3rr#

% ̂  TT̂ «TT  tW

?T»T# 3TT  t  f ftr

ftrf5T?ST   ̂   ̂ T̂R) «P̂ I 

Shrl T. T. KrlshBamacbari; Sir, if 
the hon. Member wants a reply he 
nust maicc himself understood so far 
as I am concerned. Otherwise I won’t 
be able to answer.

Shrl Sinhasan Sinffh: I was saying 
that 60 per cent, was exempted by the 
•rder in January 1953.  Clause 3 of 
this Bill says that one-fourth  of 60 
per cent, will be deemed to be the 
permissible quota.

Shrt Banaal (Jhajjar-Rewari): For 
the quarter.

Shrl  Sinhasan Singh: For every
quarter.  I want  clarification whe
ther 60 per cent, will be also exempt
ed.
Shrl  T.  T.  Krishnamachari: The
original order stands.  Only, in order 
to evaluate production  we are not 
taking the month  but the quarter 
because in one month the production 
may be more and in another month 
it may be less.  The overall position 
will be taken for the assessment; for 
the purpose of the penal levy it will̂ 
be a quarter, not a month.

Shrl Sinhasan Singh: The wholg
principle of the Bill is to give  pro
tection to cottage industries. We have 
to consider the question whether by 
these measures we are giving any pro
tection to the cottage industry. From 
the speeches that have been deliver
ed everybody is agreed that *by these 
measures there is not going to be any 
protection to  the  cottage  industry. 
If you are not giving any protection 
to  the  cottage  industry  by 
this, you must  necessarily  evolve 
some other method by which protec
tion can be given to the cottage in
dustry.

The  real  problem  is  unemploy
ment  and  to  remove  unemploy
ment my friend Mr. Chatterjee argu
ed that we have been asking:  pro
duce or perish. But today it is pro- 
doM and periaku

Shrl Gadgil: And punishl

Shrl Sinhasan Singh: And punish. 
We want to produce more and em
ploy more persons.  By  producing 

' through mills we are employing less 
and producing more.  In our country 
which has a population of 36 crores 
and where a large number of people 
depend on handloom for their living, 
we should produce more through hand- 
looms, thereby employing more men, 
giving protection to more men  and 
also producing more. So we want to 
produce  more  through  more  men, 
and not with less men  through  the 
mills. That is the difference.

In this connection I would like to 
say that we have to Anally decide whe
ther we are going to  have a  mixed 
economy for all  time to come  or 
whether we are going to give the go
by  to mixed economy and go  the 
Gandhian and socialist way and not 
the capitalist way.  Mixed economy 
is taking us nowhere.  I would like 
here to read a few lines of what 
Mahatma  Gandhi said tabout  the 
khadi industry and about the hand
loom industry and the mill industry. 
These were his remarks in the course 
of  his  Prayer  Speeches,  on 6th 
November 1947, six years ago.

# Vo  fftrr 

fwr srrq-,  ^

 ̂ I  ^

^   ̂ ^  11 ̂  ̂

^ W  ̂  11

grsT %  ^ ̂   ̂   f?f|-

wnr #  Ir sifnrr   ̂f i

^

?rnTPT r̂rarfr  sprr  f •

arm  ̂I ftr 

r̂rr h  <rwr

Vr  VT ̂   ̂ V*'*
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^̂rn: ̂  ̂  | 'sfhc fwf % ’ft

9HTVT  fiwivT   ̂  ̂I

f̂ r̂ RrpTfWt sfîlrwwre 

 ̂’Tflr I  ̂ ̂ Prct«T

5Tĵ 5t  Hwr f*p  r̂ravf

%  ̂   ̂I  ^

^ ’p’f  % 9*rnrr ^

ft> »w 5*T  ̂vnr  %

f?r#  ̂ ̂  WTiir? I', ?w 5T ?ft ̂

% JTT̂ ̂ ’«prf ̂   t', 5T writ ̂

ŵ r̂ntflf # «UT  t I %frn, ?»r

fij5?crnr *f> r̂r?T 5̂  %  ftr̂r %

 ̂  ̂ IT?: 5W sT̂f ftf 

Tf  *r4-5rnF̂  ̂f̂pgRrnr vr ?r«̂r 

«flT  ̂^ar ii 1

•ft'o î « xnnihi (sft̂ r̂ — 

—Tfeii5T-3rijq;|Nw ariî ): 

T̂ sr?m ̂  «frr ? ?

«fy ftf|nw f?T|  :   ̂!T̂Tsrc

?r*T ?\vvj  ̂5 I

Every time we have taken the name 
of Mahatma Gandhi.  But the  phi
losophy on our economy life that he 
wanted to put before us, we  have 
totally ignored.

Here, the handloom industry can 

be protected only by giving reason
able sphere of production or, as Shri 
Gadgil pointed out, »by  purchasing 
their goods.  Mahatma Gandhi  also 
said that we should draw a dividing 
line as regards the count of yarn for 
handloom  production,  namely  25 
counts.  Unless you divide the margin 
—this much for the mill and this much 
for handloom—you cannot really see 
that both go by competition.

Even if you have this duty,  what 
will be  the effect?  There will be 
some rise in the prices of mill-made 
cloth.  But handloom cloth  cannot 
compete  with it because mill-made 
cloth will be finer  in design  and

more durable.  If the purchaser finds 
the two side by side, naturally he will 
purchase the mill cloth and not  the 
handloom cloth.

My  friend  was  suggesting  em
poriums.  Emporiums will not make 
people  purchase.  There  must  be 
cheapness or some compulsory factor. 
Shri Rajagopalachari said that dhoti 
and saree must be produced only by 
handloom.  You  must  divide  the 
sphere of the two, and mills should 
be debarred from producing dhoties 
and sarees.  They should be produc
ed only by handlooms.  Unless  you 
take that step, I think  any  amount 
of duty will only .burden  the con
sumer and the burden  on the con
sumers will only recoil on us and we 
will be nowhere.  If we really want 
to help the people and give  more 
employment to the people, we must 
divide the spheres of the handloom 
and the mill.

Some hoB. Members rose—

Mr.  Deputy-Speaker:  Shri  Jhun-
Ihunwala.

Dr.  Rama Rao  (Kakinada):  We
have had no chance, Sir.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: From Andhra?

Shri  Radhelal  Vyas  (Ujjain): 
Madhya Bharat had no chance  in
this session and in the last session.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I thought that 
Shn  Sinhasan Singh  came  from 
Madhya Bharat.

Shri P. N. Rajabhoj:  From Maha
rashtra also.

Shri M. D. Ramasami: rose—

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: A few minutes 
each.

?ft  ̂ vr 11 m #  I

ftfifjfsrfr  ̂  WT I,  7?:

wf ̂  ̂    ̂aft few
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 ̂̂   *Tr«rnr wr«T  % irnr#

j,  <rtr ?rr̂ ^

4 r̂nr ftwr «fl'

irrT’ift̂tr̂rrflTfT ?r?'>r

I t’'

ft I  'TT ̂  ?ft<flf #

n #5 #5 vt  1̂r, 

^̂ ?(V?r5r sT̂fsT'f:!̂ 

sirisrf w  ??5fcr5'?rrirH51   ̂am

^  ?r̂ 55ft I 'tr̂qsr w  fŝr %

jtF? m<T

«̂rr  f %ftK i Pp t

flf *<h »rr4lf % 5ft<jt  f aj TtsnrR 

-5ft «mT ?r«% f5?i ̂ *rr?4 1  snrtr ̂  

zsfii ẑ!% if  ̂  srrr  «Ft 

5fm 5T̂ Tĵ   I

TWHIW «qw :  JT̂)̂

...

Shrl  Kanavade  Patil  (Ahmed- 
iiagar North):  Sir, I would like  lo
speak. In my own constituency, there 
.are about 40,000 handloom weavers.

Mr. Dep̂ty-Speaker: Which is the 
State where there are no handlooms?

Shri  Kanavade Patil:  There are
40,000 weavers in  my own  consti
tuency.

Shrl Radhelal Vyas: He is Uking 
unnecessarily my time.

 ̂1T<r<T<J 5 I  W JT̂  >m I ftr

aft 5«i  # vrij5 ̂   ?T %

VT <rftWf 'srlW’i fwn t ̂  ̂  

 ̂ m  wni «r tff 11

wnr # inft fŵrnrr <tt Pp

I H?ft<fr<TiRir̂PFiT5*h'̂ înf3T*r 

fTOfitlfjrqT 

*PT̂ ̂>T   ̂I  VT 'SfHî W

«R  t F̂ WPT ftRTiTT

5T»n% f’,  ^ ?ft  <1T fsT̂ I

 ̂ ̂  Pp̂TJft  I I H

 ̂*jt»r 15ft 5ft̂  r̂(t̂

vr vn ̂  

; 4' fv  Tn»ir

*r®T >rrer h  *n;ft wrf? jftCT V4«i ?ft 

?r ^r I

'?ftT »r̂t>r ar̂RTT 

 ̂ >d€t 'Tt̂ ̂  irnwvrrr ?t̂ | i 

»T«r   ̂3 W  ̂ qfT#  ̂

fr̂TR I I «(?t ̂  HIJTNI Îr I»)I«P 5T̂

I ?ft   ̂*ft̂  r̂wt *TT

tw wrzrr »PTr  ̂i w>k  wrfft

'Ttr?? 5̂T $ «ftr Tniw *ftr h>t̂

5m 5ft  rsr fw %  srripir

«ft?ft <TfJT# T̂5ff ̂  5ft JT? tw 

 ̂ ̂  'Tt̂rr I 5ft %TT WT»T Ir iTf f*T#?5T 

I ft? 5R 5W JT«T ̂ m5T ̂ 5 t5JTT 

5̂ft5?rr?fT̂ T̂, ^̂ f̂pffTtJr̂ n̂T 

?TtT̂<T%̂?ftF?r̂5r!T̂;Tr 

?flT ̂ 57re<T  T •■PT ?rr̂ft mf5TJ7t 

TO ̂  5rr5ff  ?TfT  ̂ m>r̂ 5t?̂  

5T? 5T̂  % ?ft»flf ̂'t rr̂ ifrfSfTft ^

wnr̂Tr  ?>nr i 5ft  Ir ̂  4̂

5ft  jfff I Iff 5=sq  5ft cr̂"

gtrTf anr fip ?nT   ̂  ̂ ̂ #̂r

^ I ̂  ̂   5R̂ ̂ ̂'»(l'll5f ^

TtT̂t̂ STiffgflRftl̂

gft 9[?r fjfw wrr  |  ??r vr̂jjr r̂

 ̂ 5T̂ ?t# irr̂r | 1  ̂ sTRrr |
 ̂ It  m̂$nr5rr fW*ft 1 

4‘ «rtt !W JT5 !îf OT« wr  i( Pr 

'̂VHK ̂  •WT BfPRTI f̂nft ̂ nw ^



•ft wfwwr Kfw : irft   ̂*T5 

3frfiT#«ftftr«ffvr 

TteT #JTrt TT im  Ir

WT T̂PT ftTT I ^ ̂  *WT  ̂?rr̂t 

 ̂’tttfTd Tt 'I’t’Tf •

3ft irnT#  WnTvr ̂  ̂ wrr# 

"(TTt 'Tc  *̂nvr «fT unr wrr

 ̂ qr ̂  ̂  wnr t| ? i 

?i«»w ¥̂r<rr i vfir wnr f*T?r 

vqf Tc iw 5r«rr% ̂ v? *ift ff*w 

 ̂*rr ̂Tfifrr «n i ̂fPF̂r ^

Iw ?nTPTT w«(4̂ifw ̂  *ns

% ?fr*r ̂ wfV ?Wt i ̂ f(f̂ 

c!?rr vtf  ̂srff «t*fHi

I

TRT Wt 1JH t

*̂T? Ift> 5̂ VRft̂ $fR9T̂T 

wvrtt̂ yc >̂T?rr |i 

1*1 «i1 ̂it   ̂ T**Tr

 ̂*?T ff»T  n̂K# 5 f̂f 

^▼q’T  *T ?t. ?ft w 

IITT % ’TRT Wr ifl'JC'ff  ̂I

qg ̂   qrv«? «f̂ I nr«ft>f«rrff 

WTft # »fr ftr 5?{ M   ̂ ? r«P 

UT? ̂ anfr

m#  t I

*̂IT̂ *T5f  ̂  t

'̂*1̂  ̂ĝITT 5<| ’̂*11 ̂

#>PT7 ̂  T| f I W«1T W f’T̂ ̂

WR  »T?  T̂T »n  ̂ ̂  fv 

*rwT »nT̂ # ̂  ’narf vt ̂  ^

9w  ?r sqrer  <̂r ?taT 

I, irefr Iff »5?f ̂   ̂I IT?
q̂TKfhr  r̂rff# f i  <ft»

sift f%  ffr  i
^WtWT Vq»T<J<HIWVT?ftt I wfiwi 

HTVTT Vt 7T f̂NtV
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?r*n? «rr *rat | Pf jt?

t Pp  t

% »rwt I ftr ̂  # ftRpft

t̂f̂t  jpT̂ftr i ifrc f«PffjrT ifK

êr| if̂ «̂A'Jt»reT ?rm

 ̂3WH'T ?ÎT 5TR I  %W ?fp

ftr?rftr̂ h vtf  ^ ̂jsnir >rar 11 
*r«i’!t#i 5Tm It”? Tift  fl?f?rr

ftf  f̂̂ t  r̂ ̂ T ̂

 ̂vr ̂  ̂ 3TT ̂r̂cft 13W ?rif *nj f?«rfff 

»TT̂!T5t̂ ?i"to*vsMt%g9Tm<n: 

Mf̂’4*-*) W»TT  It vtf «!'?ft̂ *1̂ 

fn’+̂'i'i I w>rc  f̂ 9TVR ̂ *rK 

 ̂ Rtjtt I fr t’*̂   Tt

WRT ̂  <R 9̂nmr T7*ft I litT iftsn̂ 

T̂I ̂ JpT 5ft 5irT9r Jif ̂ fr ̂  Tt ?̂r 

%  ^ ?fr*r 2*f ?€«r ̂

iftr  % f̂  ?rr̂ ̂  ̂   5*rrt 

?rnr# ̂   i *nK pr vt ŵar 

«|ft JR? ?TOT t ?ft  JTÎ

 ̂ift 1J5 ̂

V? ̂ ft; 5̂  i»ft ?w ̂  w% «n̂ 

q?r vr ̂TTiT ̂HTT ̂ ?yrT I fmt ?rni# 

»rNft  ̂# ir̂ jftf̂ xsft

ft? ?T ̂ 27.......

Shii Radhetol Vyas: I have taken
only three or four minutes.

Mr.  Depaty-Speaker:  The  bon.
Member started at 4-35.

Shri Radhelal Vyas: No,  Sir,  not 
at 4-35. I have spoken only for about
4 minutes.

Mr. Depoty-Speaker:  One minute
more, then.

Shrl S. S More (Sholapur): You are 
very generous, GUr.

Mr. Depoty-Speaker. What am  I 
to do?
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*rt’TT ̂  ̂  TT**> ^

 ̂ WJT>T  % f?f# 

«fkw»̂ 3ijKT  sftwr?fr̂

% 1%̂ ?Rf>rT % *T̂

t, w ?TOB ?p?prT vr sTR ?rCf t i 

ifT ?n:q5 3T? JT? '̂tpt f>piiT arr t?t | 

f%   ̂ frr ĝ mnr ̂  ftwr 

5fR ̂   ̂R*̂ '̂ ̂JT'T %

jftwr??T ̂  ̂  3rê  ̂ I ■

% ?T5rnrr  ̂^

»3F WT?f ̂   I, Wq; v̂Tf̂jRTfr

•^1

^ *ft̂ ?nf5 ̂  vnrwvfrr | 'tftr 

9x5 % ̂  ̂  ft«rr̂ ̂ ̂  î?(T ̂  

>rm#ifrT ̂ r?̂ 7!̂ 5ftJjTOr?#5i(KT 

?rnr̂ <irtT5ftn̂ ^̂ »T̂ 5T?r<p«t i 

<irBq« >T ’̂,  STTT # ijff  Pt̂t 

«iV?:  «rfw «»Tn f̂ wr  % fw n

 ̂SRTSTK j I ??I 515̂ % ?ir«T

 ̂STT̂TT >rmr ̂ wrcfr ttot j i

Shri Bausal: Sir, although the dis
cussion on this Bill has* covered a 
-very wide field including the  whole 
textile policy of the Government of 
India, very few hon. Members have 
really taken care to see the provi- 
: sions of the Bill. My hon. friend Dr. 
Lanka Sundaram read the first line 
of the Statement of Objects and Rea
sons and said that this Bill has been 
framed ‘with a view to assisting the 
.handloom industry*.  In my opinion, 
this Bill is not meant primarily for 
Ithat Kjtuorpose.  Tliat purpose was 
served partly or wholly by the reser
vation order of the Government  of 
India.

Shri K. C. Sodhia (Sagar):  Then,
what Is the object of this Bill?  It is 
written in the Statement of Objects 
ând Reasons that the restriction was

done with a view to assisting the hand- 
loom industry.

Sl̂ri Bansal: If  you read the State
ment of Objects  and Reasons, you
will find out that... (Interruptions).

Mr. Deputy Speaker: The hon. Mem
ber may go on in his own way.

Slirl  Bansal:  The object of this
Bill is very simple.  In the working 
of the textilte control order,  which
placed restrictions on the mills from 
producing dhoties to  the extent  of 
their capacity some  lacuna was ob
served.  And  that lacuna  was
that certain mills  wer̂ so situated, 
as my hon. friend Shri H. N. Muker- 
jee said, that they could not comply 
fully with  this order. I  am  not
juŝfylng the action of those mills 
at all, but the fact remains that cer
tain mills were so situated, and that 
position was recognised .by the State 
Governments, and I think connived at
by the Central  Government.  That
situation could not be tolerated for 
long, and (therefore some  measure 
had to be devised, to stop that lacuna. 
The object of this Bill is to stop that 
lacuna. And this is sought to be done 
by putting  some penal  provisions 
through this Bill.  Those penal pro
visions are that if a particular fac
tory produces dhotis beyond 60 per 
cent.  i.e.  beyond  the  permissible 
flimit, then that  factory would be 
penalised to the extent of about  As.
2 to 10 per  yard.  Some  opinions 
have been expressed that that burden 
would be passed on to the consumer, 
and the millowners will get scot-free.

In this Connection. I would like to 
invite the attention of the House  to 
clause 3 (2): which reads:

'̂Notwithstanding anything con
tained in sub-section (1), if. in the 
case of  any  mill or  class of 
mills, the Central Government is 
of opinion that due to economic 
reasons connected with the nature 
of the machinery or other equip
ment instaOIed therein a higher 
percentage than that specified in 
sub-section (1) should be fixed...’*
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:It means that this provision  is be
ing applied only for those mills which, 
due to economic reasons ,•connected 
with the nature of the machinery or 
Dther equipment  installAi, are not 
able to comply with the,provisions of 
that textile control order  The tex
tile control  order  remains.  Under 
that, Government have ample powers 
to book those defaulting mills. There
fore what this Bill seeks to do  is 
-only to stop the lacuna, in so far as 
those  mills are concerned,  which 
d;ue to economic reasons or due  to 
peculiar circumstances connected with 
the machinery, are not able to comply 
fully with  the provisions of  that 
order.

An Hon. Member: Why were they 
not able to comply?

Shri Bansal: That is for the hon. 
Minister to explain to the House. But 
as far as I am concerned, I am reading 
thrs Bill, and I am bringing these few 
.’points to the notice of the House.

The whole  textile policy of the 
'Government of 'India has been dis
cussed, and I am very glad that this 
ropportunity has been taken for that 
purpose.  But what siirprised me was 
that none of the Members asked how 
the control order has worked  after 
its promulgation in January this year.
I would have very  much liked to 
know whether the Members had taken 
care to find out whether the  pro- 
•ductron df handloom dhotis had gone 
up during this period or not. 1 have 
tried to find it out from all possible 
sources,  bilt 1 have not been able 
to get  that information.  I would 
very much like the hon. Minister to 
say Whêer the production of hand
loom dhotis during this period  of 
nearly a year, has gone up. If it has 
not gone up,  then in my humble 
opinion, the 60 per cent, restriction 
has gone in vain. In fact, it is worse, 
'because the production of mill-made 
<ihotis has obviously gone down. That 
•has .been admitted in the Statement 
of  Objects and Reasons. That  was 
admitted also by Government, while 
they promulgated the ordinance. They 
Mid that the mUls had, by and large* 
conformed to these restrictions.

If you go into the overall figures, 
you will find that the production  of 
dhotis by mills has been roughly of 
the order of 60 per cent, as required 
by the control order. As against this, 
I would have expected that at least 
the remaining 40 per cent, were pro
duced by the handloom industry.  I 
am not aware of this being a fact. If 
it is a fact, I would like the hon. Minis
ter to take the House into his confi
dence, land  give  us  the  figures. 
After all, we were not interested in 
restricting  the production  of mill- 
made dhotis, but we were interested 
in increasing the production of hand
loom dhotis.  If that purpose  has 
not been served, in my opinion, we 
will have to think very seriously about 
revising  our  policy  or  devising 
other means of increasing the produc
tion of handloom dhotis...

Shri K. P. Tripathi (Darrang): Or 
removing the levy also.

Shri  Bansal:  By all means.  We
must face these facts very squarely.

Another thing which has happened 
is that the price of mill-made dhotis 
has definitely  gone up during this 
period of eleven months.  There has 
been some fall during the last month, 
but generally, the consistent  trend 
has been that the prices of mill-made 
dhotis have gone up by about 15 to 
40 per cent.  depending  upon the 
quality and the period.  They have 
gone up because our people are used 
to wearing dhotis;  the mill produc
tion has gone down  to 60 per cent, 
while the handloom production  has 
not gone up, and naturally the price 
of mill-made dhotis has gone up. My 
information is that the price of hand
loom dhotis has also gone wp, and the 
gap .between the prices of handloom 
and mill-made dhotis has remained 
almost as constant as it was before 
the  promulgation  of this  control 
order.

All these facts point to one direc
tion, and that is that our policy  of 
reservation of dhotis to  handloom 
has not very well succeeded and the 
reasons, to my mind« are obvious. IC
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the prices of dhotis increase above a 
certain leveL;  the consumption  is 
bound to go down because tome peo
ple are  going to  take to  pyjamas, 
others are going to use some sort of 
long-cloth in place of mill or hand* 
loom dhotis , and others who used 
dhotis for lungis or tahamads may 
use other types of  ordinary cloth. 
All these things will have to be taken 
into conjSiideratioii. when we devise 
our long-range textile policy.

I am not at all against handlooms.
I am one of those few Memben  In 
this  House,  who  have been  very 
much exercised, not from today  or 
yesterday but for two years,  about 
the unemployment problem.  My hon. 
friend Shri Nanda knows aDout it. and 
I am one with anybody in this House 
who is able to suggest remedies for 
removing unemployment. I know our 
country cannot exist, if we do not find ar 
adequate solution for this problem of 
unemployment.  Therefore, let us not 
view this problem as an  Industry 
versus  handloom problem, but as a 
common problem for all of us con
cerned.  It is our duty to face these 
problems squarely, but when we go 
to face them, we must remember one 
fact, viz that we must reduce the cost 
structure.  You must make the goods 
available at a reasonable price to the 
consumer. On the  other  hand,  if 
you go on raising the price of  con̂ 
sumer goods, for all the articles that 
are being produced, the demand will 
shrink,  and  consequently  employ
ment also will shrink.  This funda
mental lesson  of economics must be 
taken to heart by every  one of us 
here.  So, when we try to solve this 
problem, let us sit down and examine 
how we can bring down our cost 
structure, and liow we can remove 
most effectively this scourge of un
employment from our country.

6 P.M.

Several Hon. MembeiB rose— 

Mr. Deimly-Speaker: Mr. Kanavade
Patil.

Shri P. N. RaJabhoJ: Sir, I want to 
speak for five minutes.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I have called 
the hon. Member, Mr. Kanavade Patil.

Shri P. N. RalabhoJ; Sir, I have re> 
quested you to kindly permit me to 
speak.

Mr. Depnty-Speaker: X cannot allow v 
the hon. Member.

Shri P. N. ĴabhoJ: Then respect
fully, I am going to walk out.

Mr. Deputy-SpeaJm: I cannot satisfy 
every hon. Member  here who asks 
me again and again, and I do  not 
like any hon. Member saying he will 
walk out. I have no objection, if  he 
wants to walk out.

Babu  Raamarayan Singh (Hazari- 
bagh West): This is a very important 
measure.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: We spent the 
whole of yesterday on this.  I will 
allow half an hour more for this. We 
must finish this Bill today. That waa 
arreted upon In the  Business Ad
visory Committee  yesterday and to
day—two days—are allotted for this.

»To twr  n

Shri K.  C. Sodhia:  1 want two
minutes.

Shri Kanavade Patil: Sir. I welcome 
this measure.  It is a matter in which 
everybody is concerned.  As  every 
one of us knows, the handloom indus
try in this country is in a very pre
carious  state of existence.  So far 
as the Bombay State is concerned,  I 
know that the handloom  industry is 
on the point of destruction.  The rea
sons are very obvious, Sir.  So  far 
as the cost of production is concerned, 
it is quite high in the case of the hand
loom industry when  compared with 
the power-loom or the mill-made cloth. 
The handloom dhoti is quite fine, and 
the texture is quite fine, and it can b» 
compared with mill-made cloth.
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Looking  to the condition  of  the 
market so far as the handloom indus
try is concerned, I think very reason
able arguments have been  advanced 
from this side of the House that there 
are no market facilities for the hand
loom industry.  From this point  of 
view, Sir, the present Bill is certainly 
very heartily welcome because it  in
tends to put a restriction on the pro
duction of mill-made cloth. The com
petition of mill with handloom is also 
very disastrous.

So far as our State is concerned, i.e. 
Bombay State, I very humbly submit 
that this Bill should  have  included 
sarees also, and restrictions of a simi
lar nature ought to have been placed 
on the production of sarees. The rea
son is that by putting such restrictions 
the handloom  weavers would  have 
got an appreciably good market  and 
their Sarees would have been sold at 
proper  prices.  Unfortunately,  be
cause the mill industry  is producing 
more cloth,  especially  dhoties  and 
sarees, the handloom industry cannot 
compete  with it and  also with the 
power-looms  which  are  nowadays 
coming in the  rural areas.  Persons 
who have got more moiley can afford 
to bring power-looms  and the hand
loom industry  is losing all its  exis
tence.

I submit, Sir before the House, that 
we should look at this question from 
the point of view of the very serious 
unemployment which is resulting  as 
a result of mill-made cloth being sold 
at cheaper rates in the rural areas, 
which deprives  the handloom of its 
market.  Then, suppose tomorrow the 
world war comes.  In the event  of 
the world war, if our  mill industry 
which is concentrated  in big  cities 
like Bombay and  Ahmedabad,  is 
shattered, what  will be the  supply 
position of cloth  to millions of our 
countrymen?

Therefore, from various  points of 
view, my humble opinion is that we 
should allow the handloom  industry 
to continue  and to flourish.  It is 
really dangerous  to allow  it to be 
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ruined.  I do not want to go further 
as there is not sufficient time. I would 
certainly welcome this measure which 
punishes the millowners for producinH 
cloth in excess of the quota permissi
ble under the rules  and regulations. 
With these few words, I resume my 
seat.

Shri K. C. Sodhia:  I want to say
only a tew sentences.

In the first place, I find that there 
was no necessity whatsoever for pro
mulgating an Ordinance  about this 
Bill.  The necessity for promulgating 
Ordinances arises only when big ques
tions like those of law and order arise. 
If questions like these—economic ques
tions—are dealt with in this fashion, 
the powers of this House are consider
ably curtailed.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: The hon. Mem
ber may kindly get into some seat and 
speak.

Shri K. C. Sodhia: My second point 
is that this Bill does not give any pro
tection to the handloom Industry. The 
half-hearted measure  by which  this 
Government wants to promulgate  an 
order of 60 per cent, is quite out of 
place, because I think the stand of the 
Madras Government was quite right, 
requiring  the whole  production  of 
dhoties being left to the handloom in
dustry.  We know  that our people, 
accustomed  as they have  been  for 
many years to mill-made cloth, do not 
like handloom  doth.  Therefore,  if 
you want to give real help to the hand
loom industry, you should just reserve 
the province of the handloom and not 
allow the mills to go into that.

The third point is that the definition 
of *dhoti* as given in the Bill is alto
gether wrong.  A dhoti of 28 Inches 
width cannot be called a dhoti. Dhoties 
are worn by men and women and the 
width of the dhoti is no less than 40 
inches.  Twentyeight  inches  means 
18 girafis, which is less than a yard, 
and it is used only for children.

My fourth point is thi|t  this Gov̂ 
emment finds itself  incompetent  to
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punish the real mischief makers. In
stead  of  punishing these  mischief 
nuakers, it wants to punish the poor 
consumer  in this country.  This  Is 
qvite wrong.

I say that this Bill will not succeed 
in any of its objects and it ought to be 
thrown overboard by this House.

Shri C. R. Narasimhan  (Krishna- 
giri):  Sir, I do not want this Bill to
be thrown  overboard  as  suggested. 
(Interruptions). The arguments  of 
the previous speaker may be correct, 
but the conclusions are not at all cor
rect.  We have to march step by step 
—by one step,  two steps or three 
steps.  There is no use throwing over
board any constructive measure. That 
is my first point.

No Government. Sir, worth its name 
can be looking  on  helplessly when 
units of organised industry defy  its 
regulations and laws.

Babu Ramnarayan Singh: It is not
worth the name.

Shri C. R. Narasimhan:  Therefore
this measure has not come a day too 
soon, The hon. Minister has not been 
pleased to give us the list of mills 
which have defied the regulations.  If 
he had named them on the floor of the 
House, it would have served as a very 
good admonition to those recalcitrants

Further, our economic policy is bas
ed on the Five Year Plan.  In the 
Five Year Plan a place has been allot
ted for cottage industries.  Reserva
tions have been made for cottage in
dustries, as against  organised indus
tries.  That being so, it is very un
reasonable on the  part of organised 
industry to defy the laws and regula
tions which have been devised to pro
tect the cottage industry.  The Plan 
expects every  Indian to  co-operate, 
every villager to co-operate and give 
his voluntary service for the buildin* 
of roads and the raising of bunds and 
so on.  It does not do well for some 
unHs of the organised  industries to 
defy the rules and regulations. There
fore, I welcome  this  measure  and

hope the hon. Minister will not only 
enforce this measure  rigorously but 
if he finds further loopholes, will de
vise further measures  to put every
thing right.
X

' Sir, it is not necessary  here while 
discussing this measure to be discuss
ing the entire textile  policy of  the 
country.  When  we previously dis
cussed the Khadi  cess Bill we  had 
covered the entire ground  and there 
will be another opportunity when the 
Textile Enquiry Committee, the High 
Power Committee which the Govern
ment has appointed,  submits its re
port.  Meanwhile, if we try to  dis
cuss the entire  textile  policy.  «ay 
handloom versus the  mill  industry, 
we will not be able to do justice  to 
the question.  I would urge upon mv 
colleagues for the time being not  to 
indulge in that because half-way dis
cussions will lead us nowhere. I wel
come this measure and I hope it will 
give relief to the handloom industry. 
It will be wearying the House if I go 
on giving facts about the conditions 
of the handloom weavers.  I am en
titled to speak about  them because 
my district  is one  of  the districts 
where the largest  number  of hand̂ 
loom weavers live.  They all depend 
for their livelihood on this. Now, they 
have gone throughout the country beg
ging.  My  friends  coming  from 
Bombay have told me that these beg
gars are found there; another of my 
hon. friends coming from Bihar told 
me that they are to be found in Patn.'i 
also.  That is the report I am gett
ing.

That is not the only aspect of the 
matter.  If  thousands  of  families 
resort to begging it is very bad. They 
first resort to begging,  women  and 
children, young and old. Then, later 
on their moral fibre gets loosened and 
they continue begging and whenever 
they get some little work they are not 
inclined to work.  It is very difficult 
tn induce them  to go back to work. 
Thereby these  unemployed  weavers 
become a big problem  not only for
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our administration but also for those 
who want to deal with corrective in
stitutions.  When families get scat
tered and take to begging  it is very 
•difficult to make  them work  again. 
This is an aspect of the matter which 
concerns hundreds and thousands  of 
people.  Therefore,  I hope the hon. 
Minister will vigorously push through 
this measure and see  that sufficient 
relief is given to the handloom wea
vers.

Mr. Deputy-Speoker:
•Vaishya.

Shri  M. B.

The hon. Member said he is a wea
ver and I am allowing him to speak.

I would like to know the opinion of 
the House.  If every hon.  Member 
wants to speak, I will allow them to 
go on speaking endlessly.  I have no 
•objection.  But  the Advisory Com
mittee decision is there.  It appears 
that there is no organisation  of par
ties at all here from the manner  in 
which I am being worried.  The lea
ders of all parties are sitting here. 
Members know the Advisory Commit
tee thought that this Bill should  be 
finished today.  The leaders of par̂- 
lies do not advise their own followers 
not to intervene and create trouble in
side the House.  The followers have 
one way and the leaders have another 
way.  In between them I am getting 
into trouble.  Therefore I will goon 
allowing the members until they get 
exhausted.  I will lake  the opinion 
of the House.

Shri R. K. Chaudhurl: We know one 
tiuthority in this House and it is your
self, Sir.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker: At 5.30 I will 
put the question if the House will ac
cept closure.  tt is left to the House. 
If it does not accept closure, I will go 
on calling every hon.  Member who 
wrants to speak.  I will not take the 
xesponsibility of closing it myself.
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Shri Gopala Rao (Gudivada):  1
have been very anxious to speak  on 
this Bill from the very beginning. My 
only anxiety is to draw the attention 
of the Government and the country at 
large to the serious character of this 
problem in order to see that  some
thing concrete is done to these suffer
ing millions, which is a big problem. 
If any measure is seriously and sin
cerely brought  by Government,  we 
are prepared to give them  complete 
support, but, as a matter of fact, can 
this measure solve the problem at all? 
In the Objects and Reasons, it is said 
that this Bill is brought forward to 
assist the handloom industry,  but if 
you review the whole policy of the 
Government for the last three or four

years, it is clear that not a single pro
blem is solved.  Today  the position 
is in no way better.  The problem is 
assuming vast  dimensions  and  the 
efforts made by the Government, it 
seems, do not realise  the gravity of 
the situation.  They are moving very 
slowly in the matter as if it is a nor
mal affair.  If you go to the villages 
and see the conditions, you will find 
a very unhappy picture there.  For 
example,  in  Andhra—one  of  our 
friends has already said this—and in 
the Tamilnad,  people  are  actually 
sufTermg, starving and begging in the 
streets.  It is no exaggeration when 
I say that there are several starvation 
deaths.  Not only that.  There are 
several  cases of suicide and  before 
they commit suicide, they have writ
ten direct to Shri C. Rajagopalachari 
why they are putting an end to their 
lives.  They could not give bread to 
their children and so they were putt
ing an end to their lives.  This, Sir, 
is the position.  During the last one 
month or so,  in Andhra demonstrar 
tions and satyagraha  are going on. 
The handloom weavers are forced to 
adopt satyagraha, but the State Gov
ernment also is trying to shirk their 
responsibility in the matter. In one of 
the statements,  the Chief Minister 
stated that the Centre was not  pre
pared to give the cess or allot a por
tion  of it to Andhra  Government. 
There must be a co-ordinated scheme 
between the Centre and the States to 
solve this problem. But what do these 
poor people want  after all?  They 
want work.  They say “give us yam 
at cheap rate and take our products; 
show us work and protect our indus
try and save our lives**.  These are 
simple demands and  any responsible 
Government should take up these de
mands and bring forward a solution. 
But what do the Government do? As 
my hon. friend Dr. Lanka Sundaram 
pointed out, they are adopting a  re
pressive  policy: they  are  arresting 
hundreds of people and using tear gas 
and making lathi charges.  Can these 
measures .solve the problem?  Certain
ly not. The situation Is deteriorating 
day by cfay and it Is explosive. Un
less the Government realises this an4
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comes forward with a definite mea
sure, there  is no hope.  Alter  all, 
what the people want is work,  em
ployment, yarn at cheaper rates and a 
market for their products. From one 
of the statements recently  made by 
the hon. Minister—I have seen it in 
the newspapers—it seems that it was 
difficult for him to solve this knotty 
problem, because  on the  one  side 
heavy industries  have to be assisted 
and on the other  small and cottage 
industries have to be developed.  He 
found some difficulty  in solving the 
problem.  But as far as the present 
situation is taken into consideration, 
I say there will be no such difficulty 
provided the Government  is prepard 
to increase the purchasing capacity of 
the people, provided the Government 
is prepared to control the margin  of 
the profit of certain classes, provided 
the Government is prepared to adopt 
a popular policy.  After  all, for  a 
country consisting of 36 crores of peo
ple, we are only producing 500 or 800 
million yards of cloth which comes to 
13 or 14 yards per head.  This is 
nothing.  We know that the average 
consumption per capita in 1939-40 was 
16 yards, whereas after the advent of 
this  Government,  the  purchasing 
capacity  of the people has fallen to 
such a low  level that the  average 
consumption figure has come to 9 or 
10 yards.  Even according to the five 
year programme, this figure is not ̂in
creasing  very  much.  Government 
may speak loud from house tops and 
they have brought this ordinance or 
that, but these will not solve the pro
blem.  According to my information 
Government have  now collected Rs. 
3) crores of cess, but in what way this 
has been utilised! They say they are 
preparing schemes, the States are pre
paring schemes and so on.  Schemes 
and plans are only on paper, and ac
tually the people are starving—with
out food, without clothes and without 
anything—in the streets. The people 
in Andhra say  **At least open some 
gruel centres so that we may live un
til we can get a reasonable amount of 
yarn for our production.” That is why

I propose that this amount of Rs.  3 
crores or something about that, to 
collected by way of cess should be im
mediately given for  some unemploy
ment relief and for opening  centreŝ 
and for the supply  of yarn at cheap 
rates, and thus try to solve this pro
blem with the help of the people.  If 
you take such serious steps to solve 
the problem, certainly every political 
party in the .country  will co-operate 
with the Government. But this mea
sure, as it is. cannot help to solve the 
problem. That is why I ask the hon. 
Minister to come forward with a de
finite step and definite plan.  Some
thing concrete must be done here and 
now.  That is what I mean to say.

Shri U. S. Malliah (South Kanara— 
North):  I beg to move:

“That the question be now put.”

Mr. Chairman: The question is: 

“That the question be now put.’” 

The motion was adopted.

Shri T. T. Krisbnamachari:  Sir.  I
had no idea when I broujght this com
paratively simple measure before the 
House that I should be raising a veri
table hornet’s nest round my head. It 
is partly due to the fact that quite a 
number of hon. Members perhaps on 
both sides of the House have not un
derstood the scope  of this measure. 
Perhaps, it is due to the fact that I 
have not explained the measure quite 
properly to them. Or, it might  be 
that each person  had his own parti
cular hobby horse and had to ride it, 
and this Bill provided the opportuni
ty.  Well, Sir, in a debating assem
bly, everything that provides for lett
ing off hot steam  is good and from 
that point of view I welcome the dis
cussion.  I did hope that the discus
sion would be a little more realistic, 
taking into account the facts, as they 
are. and that the hon. Members would 
have offered some  constructive sug
gestions.  On the  other hand,  Sir, 
with practically very few exceptions, 
all that has been said was  destruc
tive.  *This Bill will do no good. All
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this you are doing for handlooms will 
do no good.  All that you are doing 
for the mills will do harm.*  Well. I 
can understand my hon. friend  Mr. 
Gopala Rao speaking  in the manner 
he did.  But that is only proper. He 
has to oppose, but even he was a lit
tle halting probably because  he has 
some soft comer for me.  Otherwise, 
he would  have gone hammer  and 
tongs for the Government. That is a 
thing which I can understand. But I 
cannot  understand,  Sir,  the  very 
sweeping condemnation of everything 
that Government  has  done—talking 
of all things which do not concern this 
particular measure  and  going  full 
steam ahead with their own particvir 
lar arguments  irrespective  of their 
relevance.

Let me repeat now what I had stat
ed at the beginning about this mea
sure.  This measure merely seeks to 
put a check on mills which are inclin
ed to transgress the  Control  Order 
imposed on them sometime in Novem
ber, 1952. restricting their production 
of dhoties to 60 per cent.  As I said, 
it is a self-acting device.  If any mill 
transgresses the limit, then it will at
tract the penal excise duty.  Progres
sively it will  go on  increasing the 
penal levy but that does not mean 
that the Control Order is dead. It is 
alive.

An Hon. Member What about pro
secution?

Shrl T. T. Krishnamachari: We have 
powers to prosecute. Well, the powers 
to prosecute still remain.  There has 
been no repeal  of the powers under 
the Control Order.

Pandit D, N. Tlwary (Saran South) 
rose—

Shrl T. T. Kjbhnamachari: The
hon. Member  can ask me questions 
towards the end.  I do not want my 
trend  of thought,  which  is  pretty 
loose at the moment, to be disturbed.

That is the real position. Well what 
is it that, hon. Members object to? Do 
they object  to my imposing 60  per 
cent,  check on the production of

Dhoties by mills? If they do, let them 
say so.  Then the Bill might be 
thrown out, and along with it I must 
also withdraw my Control Order, be
cause it would be a mandate that  I 
get from the House to do so.  If hon. 
Members want  this Bill to be with» 
drawn or to be thrown out, let every 
hon. Member understand what the re
sult of it would be.  If they do not 
want this Bill to go on, it means that 
I have got to withdraw my control 
order and allow mills to produce  as 
much dhotis as they like.

Several Hon. Members: Why?

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: That
would be  the mandate  from  the 
House,—not to penalize production on 
any excess over 60 per cent.  If now 
the House does not  want any penal 
excise duty in respect of mills which 
produce more than the 60 per  cent, 
of dhoties of what they produced be
fore—the obvious  conclusion that  I 
have to draw is—as a man of common 
sense, I believe I have some common 
sense left even though I have been a 
Minister for 18 months—is that the 
House does not approve of any limita
tion on the production of dhotis. That 
is the logical conclusion to which any
body has to come.

Shri H. G. Vaishnav: That is a mis
understanding,

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari:  I say
that is my understanding.

Shri H. G. Vaishnav: It is a licence 
for the mills to produce  more,—this 
excise duty.

Shri T. T.  Krishnamachari: The
hon. Member  need not get  excited 
about it.  I am giving an explana
tion so far as common sense will per
mit me.  If my hon. friend gives the 
go-by to semantics, by all means let 
him Imagine whatever he wants.  He 
might say: “the world is going down 
tomorrow.”  Well, I cannot  prevent 
him from imagining that. There  are 
among the people in Agra, Ranchi, 
Bangalore  and  Madras—̂very many 
other places who believe  that  they 
are the Queon of England or the Duke 
of  Edinburgh.  I cannot  prev«it
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their doing so. You can imagine any 
thing. This is a free world, and even 
a lunatic is permitted  free-thinking, 
and has the freedom to think what he 
likes.  I understand the language as 
I have read it in school, and I think,
I still understand semantics. And my 
understanding today is that this Bill 
actually seeks to endorse a particular 
order which Government  has issued 
in November, 1952,  imposing a  re
striction in respect  of dhoties to 60 
per cent, of what they produced over 
a particular period.  Well, this Bill 
is more or less—the House giving if 
imprimatur—its mandate on the deci
sion that has been taken. Now, there 
is no use drawing any ottier conclu
sion saying, ‘well;  this means some
thing else is happening.  The Textile 
Control Order becomes null and void.’ 
It may become null and void for other 
reasons, but it does not become nuU 
and void because of this Bill.  There 
has been  no repeal of  the Textile 
Control Order.  I do not know what 
the hon. Members want. Nobody has 
told me what they want. Nobody has 

told me..........

Shri Dhiilekar  (Jhansi  Distt.— 
South): They tried, but you did not 

hear.

Shri T. T. Krisbnamacbari: If so
many hon. Members have spoken—I 
have lost count of what they said or 
—̂I cannot keep  count of what has 
been said, and If alter so many Mem
bers have spoken, 1 cannot see light, 
—merely because  If my hon. friend 
Mr. Dhulekar had also spoken I will 
*et light,—well, I am prepared to ad
mit it.  He is perhaps the only per
son that can shed  light, and he has 
been prevented from speaking by the 
Chair.  I think  it is quite possible. 
There has been such a mixture of mo
tives in these arguments  and I will 
rieal with them before long. What  I 
want to say now is. out of the very 
many  points  raised by  my  hon. 
friends, I differ vitally from my hon. 
friend. Dr.  Lanka  Sundaram,  who

lets fling a shot and does not wait for 
a reiurn.  He asked me;  Bill was 
passed.  The House approved of a 
taxation  measure.  Wiiat  has 
happened?”  Yes.  “What has  hap
pened?”  He is entitled to ask. Hon. 
Members have asked many questions 
during the course  of this discussion. 
It only means. Sir. that hon. Members 
were  not here during the  question 
hour.  Vdry many hon. Members are 
mterested in what  is being done  in 
regard to handlooms and khadi.  In
numerable number of questions have 
been asked both  in the last session 
and in this session, and I have given 
answers.  I have told them:  “Schê
mes have come from so many Gov
ernments.  Moneys have been made 
available.”  I have said  that  very 
nearly  three and a half crores of 
rupees are to be spent on the schemes 
that have been approved in regard to 
Handloom  Industry.  Moneys  have
been made available.  I have  said so
on the last occasion.  Then,  I  had
received schemes from  eight States. 
And I here have schemes  from 27 
States which have all been approved 
of.  It aggregates to an amount  of 
Rs. 3̂ crores for the purpose of help
ing handlooms.  And my hon. friend 
Mr. Gopala Rao says:  “People  are
starving and are committing suicide”. 
Well, on the subject of these suicides, 
oftentimes, there are two things which 
are the patents of communism,  that 
is, a person has to confess  a  thing 
vhich he has never done or believes. 
And then, later on, he has to commit 
suicide.  I quite agree it is a thing 
which  goes with  communism,  and 
therefore my  hon,  friend  Imagines 
that would be suicide.  They  write 
letters to Shri Rajagopalachari  but 
Shri Rajagopalachari, I do not know
whether this would be suicide, confides 
in Mr. Gopala Rao or not, does not pre
vent the suicide.  There is of course 
nothing to talk about It here. And Mr. 
Gopala Rao asks:  “What have you
done?’* Must I give this Rs.  crores 
to Mr. Gopala Rao so that he can fight 
elections. Then it is very logical to ask 
that the money ,be given to him.
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Shri Gopala Rao: That means  you 
refuse to learn from him.

Shri T. T. Krishnamacihari: I refuse 
to yield any place to communism.  I 
refuse to accept your bonafldes. I re
fuse to believe that you do any good 
to the people. (Interruption,)  I re
fuse to believe that  anything  good 
<?an come from that  section of  the 
House.  I stand firm in that refusal 
to believe in all these matters and it 
does not matter what Mr.  Kadiyala 
Gopala Rao says.  I am not going to 
yield to him.

Dr. Rama Rao: What has all this to 
do with the Bill?

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: One has
nothing to do with the other—I have 
no doubt about it.

Several Hon. Members:  Do  not
worry about it.

Shri T. T. Krisimamachari:  I have
to worry about everything!  If any
body has to worry» I am the man who 
has to worry afiout  so many things 
that has been  said in the course of 
this debate.

That, Sir, in sum, is my answer to 
Dr. Lanka Sundaram.  I  hope  the 
Press will take it up and he will see it 
in the newspapers  early enough to
morrow morning and feel satisfied. I 
do not want Dr. Lanka Sundaram to 
be dissatisfied.

Let me now say something  in re
gard to khadi.  We have sanctioned 
schemes to the  extent of nearly a 
couple  of crores  of rupees—Rs.  1 
crore 93 lakhs.  Moneys  have been 
made available;  moneys  are being 
spent. You might ask:  “When  are
you going to place all the details be
fore the  House?”  We  have  only 
taken a tokon grant of Hs. 2 crores. 
That means the principle of the  ex
penditure has been approved by the 
House.  I shall certainly come before 
the House with a supplementary grant 
'io cover the rest of the expenditure. 
That will be the time to put me on the 
carpet, either to say that the money 
has been well spent, or ill spent; that

the schemes have been good or  the 
scheme*! have been bad.

There is one other matter which I 
would like to mention even now. The 
Government of India has no organisa
tion of its own.  It has got to spend 
through State Governments or through 
bodies like the All India Khadi and 
Village Industries  Association,  and 
all this does take time.  It does not 
mean that I cannot hand  over  the 
money  in cash,  as  Mr.  Kadiyala 
Gopala Rao wants. It does take time 
to spend the n̂oney.

But it must  also be realised, Sir, 
that out of respect for the views ex
pressed  in this  House,  an elected 
House, the grant for khadi and vill
age industries, handloom  and handi
crafts which were in the past in the 
region of Rs. 20 lakhs and odd before 
has now gone up very nearly to Rs. 7 
crores. It is no mean achievement.  I 
need not feel ashamed of it. But the 
money has to be spent  in a manner 
which will  be approved of by the 
Auditor-General.  I  cannot  merely 
throw the money  away, or hand it 
over to Mr. Gopala Rao. because the 
Auditor-General won’t approve of it. 
It has got to be spent in a manner 
which he will approve;  it does take 
time.

Sir. let me now mention the scheme 
for Madras.  The scheme sent up by 
Madras is that the money has to be 
spent through more or less co-opera
tive  societies.  And  curiously en
ough, whatever might be said against 
Madras, the co-operative  movement 
has, so far as handloom weavers are 
concerned,  succeeded to  a  degree 
which cannot be compared with the 
success of co-operative movement  in 
any other part of India,—bar Bombay.
I am sorry my hon. friend Mr. Chat- 
terjee is not here.  He said co-opera
tive movement should no longer be con
sidered only as a (credit movement. 
Ev«*rybody realises it.  Here this Rs.
lakhs for handlooms is being spent 

very largely through co-operative so
cieties.  That is the check that we 
can have against misuse or waste of 
these funds.
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My hon. xriend Mr. Gadgll mention
ed something about the total quantum 
of handloom weavers that exist.  As 
he said the census figures do not sup
port the view that there are 28 lakhs' 
less 4 lakhs in Assam, that is 24 lakhs 
looms because for every  loom there 
must be 2 persons working. The cen
sus figures do not support the state
ment that there are 48 lakhs of peo
ple living on the handloom  industry 
in India bar Assam.  The  census 
figures fall short of it.  It may be 
said by way  explanation that  a 
handloom weaver also happens to be 
an agriculturist  and he comes under 
the category ‘agriculturist’. But none
theless there  are not  48 lakhs  of 
handloom  weavers  in  India 
bar Assam. That is a grim fact which 
everybody has to accept.

It is no use my  hon. friend  Dr. 
Lanka Sundaram saying: we have got 
34 lakhs  of handlooms in  Andhra. 
They have not.  The  total number 
of handlooms in Madras, even accord
ing to exaggerated figures which was 
computed  at the time when  quota 
cards were issued, were only 8 lakhB, 
out of which 2/3rd are in the residu
ary Madras and only l/3rd in Andhra. 
It has now been found in the checks 
that have been made, sample surveys 
that have been conducted, that there 
are only 55 per  cent, of the looms 
which are genuine looms in  most 
parts.  So 8 lakhs is not a reality: it 
is a fiction.  Out of that you  have 
to deduct 45 per cent.  Out of what 
is left you have got l/3rd of the looms 
roughly in Andhra State.  It is no 
use, for  fhe purpose  of effect, be
cause friends in the press gallery are 
willing to report anything that is said 
against Government, to make a state
ment of this sort and say that is the 
reality.

Sir, these schemes  are under way 
and we do hope to be able to spend 
the money through  the co-operative 
societies.  It may be that quite a lot 
of people are not willing to come un
der scheme working  through the co-

ojperative societies.  I can mention..
Sir, one particular  type of instance. 
There were so-called  weavers who 
hive been living on quota cards. They 
had a quota card for yarn purchase 
before and the yarn dealer was pre
pared to purchase that quota card at 
the rate of Rs. 40 per month. Now 
that is gone because our supply of yari> 
is plentiful.  These people who were 
getting Rs.,40 a month  had nothing 
to show except a ghost loom.  It is 
these people who want gruel centres. 
They  are not prepared to do any 
work.

Shri Gopala Rao: People are ready 
to work; but there is no work.

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: It is a
statement by an individual, a member 
of the Communist Party.  My state
ment is based on the statement of the 
Government.  Anyway it does  not 
matter very much whether my  hon. 
friend believes me or not.  The point 
is that the actual number of handloom 
weavers estimated varies very i"!rg9- 
ly.  Out of the quota card  holders 
there are some who are not prepared 
to come into the cooperative societies. 
That is our difficulty.  In time, per
haps, they  will  come  into the co* 
operative societies.  If they are pro
per weavers and they want to work 
they will come into the co-operative 
societies.

If the charge is  levelled  against 
Government—̂ whether it is State, or 
the Central Government, that the re
muneration paid by the co-operative 
societies is not adequate, I shall plead 
guilty to the charge.  I would  say 
that the co-operative societies which 
give 10 annas or 12 annas do not give 
adequate wages.  Hon. Members who 
come from Malabar—̂nobody is in the 
House now—will probably know that 
so far as the handloom worker in  a 
factory is  concerned, his labour is 
sweated  labour.  There Is a  con
tractor there; there are about 50 
looms, 60 looms or 100 looms in each 
factory.  It is run sometimes on the 
basis of a limited company.  The
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wages paid there are sweated wages. 
But that is a  dilferent  point  alto
gether.  We have to do something to 
see that that  position is  improvdd'. 
But let us come back to see how  it 
affects the  entire  economy  of the 
country.

It is no use saying that the  con
sumer will have to pay. The consumer 
will pay whatever you do; whatever 
improvement you want to  effect  in 
the  adjustment of vital claims  of 
handloom and mill industry. Suppose 
you have a pool, either as Mr. Gadgil 
put it or as Dr. Krishnaswami put it. 
If you have a pool you have to pool 
the value of goods produced on  an 
uneconomic basis along with the value 
of goods produced on  an economic 
basis and thus prices  must go  up. 
Well»  in  Russia,  which is a  very 
advanced  country  and  for  whose 
economy J  have  got  the  greatest 
admiration—and I have known about 
Russia long before my hon. friends of 
the Communist Party knew about it— 
the entire basic system  of  taxation 
is based on the turnover tax.  It is 
a consumption tax. The, bulk of the 
taxes levied are in the nature of con
sumption taxes.  It has been rising 
steadily like poison. From 1931  to 
1939. for which we have  authentic 
figures, the rise has been nine times. 
So. ultimately taxation, in whatever 
form, happens to be on consumption. 
If you equalise two types of industry, 
the efficient and the inefldcient or less 
efficient industry, then, altogether the 
price of the product pooled has to go 
up

There is one point which my hon. 
friends of. the Communist Party have 
made which has a relevance. I  am 
prepared to admit.  The entire pro
blem comes back to the question  of 
the purchasing power of the common 
man.  I quite agree with them in reh 
gard to what they have said on this 
matter. That is the point which my 
hon. friend  Shri  Hiren  Mukerjee 
made, and that is a right point.  Pur
chasing power is the basic trouble, so 
far as we are concerned.  The logical 
result of mere pooling will be  that

prices will go up.  It, as has  been 
suggested by somebody, we say that 
mills should not  produce  dhoties— 
leave alone sarees for the time being 
—̂ what will happen?  Dhoties  will 
be produced by the handlooms.  The 
handloom weaver certainly has 0̂ get 
a higher price.  Who will pay the 
higher price? It will be the consumer. 
You have got to reconcile to the fact 
that if this reservation is carried  to 
its logical end, ultimately the  price 
will have to be paid by the consumer. 
What We do now is to restrict  the 
quantity of cheap goods so that  the 
consumer can go in  for  the  costly 
ônes.  The penal excise which will 
put up the prices might give an  in
direct  protection to  the  handloom 
weaver and handloom dhoties.  You 
cannot by any stretch of imagination 
vary the fact that you will have to 
ask the consumer to  pay,  whatever 
you do.  If I pool the suggestions of 
hon. Members here—right  and  left 
and centre—I come back to the sum 
total of it.  Ultimately it means tax
ing the consumer.  And you cannot 
tax the consumer without any refer
ence to his purchasing power.  And 
that is a point certainly I would yield 
to the Communist Party.  Purchasing 
power is vital in the matter of con
sumption.  And there can be no pro
duction without consumptfon.

My hon. friend Mr. Chatter3ee said 
‘produce or perish'.  Now they  say 
•produce and perish’—very nice, trite, 
which in a law court mi;zht produce 
some amusement in a Judge and you 
may get a point in your favour. The 
fact remains that when you  are in 
short supply, the nation has to pro
duce or perish. But when you  have 
to reconcile yourself to two types of 
units, with  perhaps an over-produc
tion in the economic unit and under
production in the uneconomic  unit, 
certainly by the  over-production  in 
the  economic unit the  uneconomic 
unit will perish.  It is a grim fact 
And we do not want the uneconomic 
unit to go under. We have no differ
ence of opinion on this point. We are 
determined to keep the  uneconomic 
worker alive. It may be some pe<n?le
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might say you  must keep him alive 
tor all time.  But I am prepared  to 
keep him alive till such  time as  I 
can give him an economic wage.xmtil 
I can shift him on to something more 
economic, where instead of ten annas 
per day as a handloom worker  he 
might get three rupees as a carpenter 
or brick-layer does or five rupees as a 
mill hand.  That is my ambition.  I 
do not know about the ambition  of 
others.  I am not prepared to  allow 
him to die.  It is  common  ground 
between all of us.  It may be that 
some of us ideologically  might  be 
against machines, while some of us 
might be in favour of machines. It is 
iilso quite true, as  my hon.  friend 
Shri "Hiren Mukerjee pointed out» that 
this question of  the  mill  industry 
cannot be evaluated in terms of labour 
content on the  exact  quantum  of 
labour it employs.  800,000 is not the 
labour dependent on the mill indus»- 
try.  There are quite a lot of people 
who produce and  gin  cotton,  who 
supply  material,  coal  and  other 
necessities for  the mill, and  others 
who distribute mill goods.  In terms 
of the number of people who are de
pendent on it, it may be seven, eight, 
ten or twelve times the actual labour 
content of a mill.  I went to Bhadra- 
vati three months back.  It was  a 
hamlet  previously; it  has now  a 
population of sixty thousand whereas 
the labour content is only five thou
sand there. For fifty miles north
west and twenty-five miles in  other 
directions people are dependent on it. 
There are people who supply bamboo, 
charcoal.  They  supply  all  the 
necessities of life to the sixty thou
sand people who live there.

There is no use our missing  the 
real crux of an economic fact.  In 
terms of ultimate labour content a big 
industry is as important as a small 
one  But what we cannot do is in the 
process of transition we cannot allow 
anybody to suffer.  A government 
which does so has no right to stay in 
power. The only difference between 
me and' some other friends is  while

they say 'let  the  cottage  industry 
worker stay put for all time’ 1  say 
•No, I beg leave to differ'.  I do not 
ây he has to stay put in that stage. If 
I can make the handloom worker func
tion on an economic basis let  him 
stay. If he makes a Banarsi saree for 
which there is a ready market let him 
stay.  If he makes a fine fabric  for 
which I can find a foreign market let 
him stay., But if he can only produce 
rough goods which can be sold only 
on the basis of an increased burden 
on a poor consumer, we have to find 
other employment for him. That is 
the only difference between my philo
sophy and that of some of my friends 
on this side.

I have been asked : what are  the 
results of your restriction?  Sir, it is 
a long story.  I do not know if it is 
the  intention of the House  that  I 
should bore them to death. If that is 
their intention I wfll go on  further 
with my stoiy.  I will take the in
stance of  one  particular  province. 
After we imposed this restriction  of 
60 per cent and also perhaps, to  a 
very small extent, manipulated trans
port permits  which  we  give,  the 
quantum of  dhoties  that  went  to 
Madras—which used to be 5,100 bales, 
on the basis of the Madras  Govern
ment’s own estimates, every month— 
dropped to roughly 1,000 and a little 
less.  Some months it went down to 
900, some months it went up to 1,100. 
So there are 4.000 bales of mill dhoties 
less that went to Madras,  Sir. it is 
certainly an achievement.  It may be 
on the overall we expected that 15,000 
bales less would be  produced.  But 
here I am showing that in one parti
cular province there has been a reduc
tion in the consumption of mill-made 
dhoties by about 80 per cent. It may 
be that the consumer there has  paid 
more for the handloom goods.  But 
that is not the question. I am merely 
soWng that my policy hag succeeded 
to  the  extent  that  it  has 
ooTitt acted  the  consumption  of 
mill-made goods in Madras from 5,100 
bales to 1,000. I am prepared to prove 
it.  Figures speak for themselves. I
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have no hand in the manipulation of 
these figures.  The flRures here  are 
supplied by the Textile Commissioner, 
and I can place the figures at the dis
posal of the House.

Well, Sir. it has been difficult  for 
Ur to evaluate—in fact I can do that 
but it will take more time. But what 
1 have said  shows the policy—may 
be, as I said, clumsy—has succeeded. 
It is no use forcing it down the throat 
of a nian who speaks the truth. Many 
things We do are clumsy.  They  do 
not look logical. After all logic is not 
life.  Life is itself clumsy.  We have 
faces that are ugly, that are not photo
genic.  Many of the devices we em
ploy are clumsy, because our econo
mic knowledge is imperfect and  that 
of every economics professor is im
perfect.  That is  why  the  world 
suffers from bad advice.  But if  it 
has been effective, as in the case of 
Madras by reducing the consumption 
of mill-made dhoties by 80 per sent.
I think I am entitled to take  some 
credit for it though I will give credit 
to my erstwhile  leader.  Shri Raja- 
gopalachari. He is the man who com
pelled’ us to do it. He certainly has 
got the wisdom to see the advantage 
to his state.  1 do not propose  to 
labour more on that point.  That  is 
the net result of the achievement.

6 P.M.

On the overall picture, as I said, the 
production has come down and it is 
In the region of about 29.000 bales. 
Our target was 30,000.  There  were 
mills which misbehaved, forty and odd. 
That  is  the  figure  given. 
That is true. Forty mills do not make 
400.  Because 40  mills  misbehaved 
and 400 did not. we were able to get 
down the production from an average 
of 50,000 . bales at one  time--J5.0U0 
was the optimum that we  needed— 
down to 20.000 bales. Ther® has been 
a large measure of success attendant 
on this experiment. We are dealing in 
this particular measure with marginal 
cases of deviation.  i do feel in  all 
conscience that* wKlle in  particular 
areas, for economic reasons, you have 
to allow certain mills to produce a 
little more, an increase in the cost of

production of dhoties imposed by this 
measure is a good thing in so far as 
handlooms are concerned.  It will en
able the handloom  weaver in  that 
locality to  compete. Incidentally,  it 
will act as a check on the competition 
by mill dhoties.  I have not divested 
myself of my powers under the Tex
tile  Control Order.  If under  the 
Textile Control Order, I can prosecute 
a mill, I can still  prosecute a  mill. 
There is no  estoppel so far as  this 
matter is concerned. If I have  the 
power, I have the power still. I have 
not divested myself of  that  power. 
There has been no repeal so far as that 
is concerned.

Shri Sinhasan  Singh:  How doe&
that power remain after this Bill ia 
passed?

Shri  T. T.  Krlsbnamachari:  My
hon. friend is a  lawyer.  I  cannot 
advise a lawyer. He has to study the 
books and see. Unless there is a pro
vision for  repeal,  the  power  that 
existed remains.  If the  power  did 
not exist, i cannot out in something 
there.  If it existed, it still remaias. 
in some form or other. He says that 
this Bill is a virtual repeal.  May be 
that a Judge  who holds the same* 
opinion as Shri Sinhasan Singh might 
say, merely because you have passed 
a measure for a punitive excise duty,, 
you are estopped from prosecuting the 
person.  He might say even  before* 
this, why should you prosecute beca
use I do not like it. Ultimately, the- 
final judges happen to be the Supreme- 
Court people.  Whatever they say is 
the law of the land.  I am not  a 
lawyer. Nor can I go into the mindff 
of the people who administer justice. 
All that I can say is. I have not  re
pealed the powers that I  possessed 
under  the  Textile  Control  Order.. 
Those powers still remain.

Speaking about Bengal,  my  hon. 
friend Shri G. D. Somani  said that 
the State Governments  disobey.  I 
tJiink he must leave this question of 
disobedience to be determined by the 
two Governments.  Our relationship' 
with all the States happens to be ex
tremely pleasant.  In fact i can  say 
without really disclosing a Secret, that
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I did write to aU the Chief Ministers
about this.  I spoke to them when
they came here for the National Deve
lopment Council. By and laW they
-agreed.  What they did not agree to,
some hon. Members both on  this

side and the other side did not agres,
-was that there should be any restric
tion at  all on the  production  of
dhoties.  They said, well, the  ouû 
sumer price goes up.  My hon. friend
Shri Gadgil  said that  prices  have
4one up.  At the same  time,  they
want to protect the handloom weaver.
Perhaps, the nature of the handloom
Industry varies from State to State.
In Madras they produce sarees  and
dhoties.  Somewhere else, they  may
produce langdas. Somewhere else they
may produce something else and they
may not produce dhoties. I know it for
-a fact that in the United Provinces or
rather in the Uttar Pradesh which it
has become now. it remaining UP all
the time, during 1950 when there was
• shortage in dhoties and- the Central
•Government  passed the  order  to
ĥich Shri Gadgil also referred, that
50 per cent of the wide width looms be
reserved for the purpose of productioix
of sarees and dhoties, the UP. Gov
ernment had persuaded about 10,000 
handlooms to weave dhoties, in order
to supply the sort-fall.  The  hand
looms in UP are not very  seriously
affected by mill dhoties going in there.
In fact, the total Quantity of dhoties
that wag going into the UP before the
Control Order  wag the  highest  as 
compared with any other State,  in
India. It reached nearly 9,000 bales a 
month.  But, today, for some reason
■or other, possibly because of the In
creased purchasing power, while they
were consuming about 6,500 bales of
sarees the eonsumption of sarees have
gone up to 14,000 bales. May be some
people are using sarees as dhoties. It
is also a fact that so far as the Punjab,
the UP, Bihar, Bengal and Orissa are
■concerned the  consumotion of  mill
iBoods during the last 8 or 9 months
has increased phenomenally.  The in
creased production of these mills has
cone primarily to these areag where

apparently  living  conditions  have
been better.  We have had a progres
sive diminution in the off-take in the
central and southern parts of  India.
All  that I  hope ig  that, with  the
monsoon conditions being what they
are  today,  my  hon.  friend  and
colleague the Food arid  Agriculture
Minister  hoping  for  very  good
harvests,  incidentally  some  benefit
will come to me and that this increas
ed production of cloth would be taken
over by tte  entire  country  where
there will be more or less eVen pros
perity all over.  Because, after  all,
even in those days when I studied
economics, I was told  that  Indian
economics is a gamble in the monsoon
and this time the gamble has  come
off.  So.  therefore, it may be  that
particular  States do not like  this
measure because it does  not  affect
their economy normally  if it is the
other way about. On the other hand,
prices of dhoties go uo and they  do
not like it.  I do not mind admitting
that my predecessor in office and  my
friend,  hon.  Shri  Hare  Krushna
Mahatab, has been comolaining of the
prices of dhoties in Orissa.  We have
got to do  something  about it  Of
course, my friend Mr. H. N. Mukerjee
says “let us have controls”, but does
he realise that a man who is control- 
minded. unlike my hon. fiiend  and
colleague the Food and  Agriculture
Minister, had to  de-control  because
the alternâ was on controlled prices.
1 had to give an increased price  of
121 per cent on the basig of the price
of cotton. Cotton prices had gone up
I resisted doing it for nine  months,
but I could not resist doing it for  a 
longer time.  So. instead of that.  I 
de-controlled and I de-controlled on
the gamble that production was  so
good that prices would come  down.
Prices did come down.  They  came
down by 20 per cent. And sometimes
control proves to be a wrong  thing.
When the law of supoly and demand
does operate, when the supply ig  on
the high side, if we have controls, we
are merely artificially bolstering  up
the prices, because you can only work
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on the  basis  of  particular  profit 
fnargins, of particular costs for parti
cular services.  So. there this gamble 
has paid. By and large the prices of 
:l(oods have come  down, but dihoties 
have not for the reason of restricted 
production.

It may be that the mill-owners are 
making money, but the remedy is not 
ĥat my hon. friend Mr. Gadgil has 
suggested.  Once I pool  again  the 
production of handlooms and mills, I 
Khali, unless I subsidise entirely  the 
higher cost of the handlooms,  again 
put up the purchase price so far  as 
the consumer is concerned, and in  a 
country with very high marginal rate 
of consumption  propensity any  in
crease in price attracts  immediately 
the law of diminishing returns.

So, these are very complex factors, 
iind there is no short-cut solution :) 
any of them.  We have to go on the 
basis of trial and  error and I  am 
asserting we are going on with  m> 
scheme of helping handlooms.  We 
are spending Rs. 3i Crores on hand
looms. I would be spending another 
Rs. 2 crores on Kliadi. Next year we 
shall be spending more.

lion.  Members  haW  moved  an 
amendment,  an  amendment  which 
perhaps might be ruled out of order 
or accepted by you as being in order, 
but nonetheless which I ann unable to 
uccept that this fund should be ear
marked for the development of Hand- 
loom.  I say there is no need so to 
€ar-mark.  We are committed to this 
policy of supporting handloom  and 
Khadi, and I do propose to go to my 
hon. colleague the Finance  Minister 
Bnd ask him to increase my budget 
from Rs. 3i to Rs. 5 Crores for hand
loom, and from Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 or Rs.
Crores for  Khadi for next year. 

So, the ceiling for our expenditure in 
regard to handloom and Khadi is not 
the amount of money that we  get 
either by way of cess or by way  of 
penal excise duty, but only what the 
total budget of the State can  bear. 
So, I do not really put it exactly on 
all ôurs with what we get, and I do 
hope that we won’t get any revenue

from the penal  excise duty at  all, 
that all the mills will play fair, that 
there will be only marginal  adjust
ments where the penal duty would be 
levied, a small adjustment.  We may 
get just Hs. 7 or Rs. 10 or Rs. 15 lakhs 
which is just a fleâ-bite.  I am  not 
hoping for any return on accoimt of 
this duty because I am not hoping for 
there being a continuance of misbe
haviour on the part of the mills. Nor 
do I want to make money in this way. 
I am merely wanting to use it as  a 
check.

I think the House will forgive me, 
since I have generally dealt with the 
problems raised, if I do not reply lo 
individual points raised by hon. Mem
bers, and I think they must be tired, 
but 1 can go on.

Some Hon. Members: No. no.  Go
on.

Shri T. T.  Krishnamachari;  The
only limiting factor is a hoarse throat, 
not facts that are before me.

One pohit was made by my  hon. 
friend about those borders. Even Mr. 
Rajagopalachari has  been  speaking 
about bordered saree.s and  dhoties. 
Border is essential because border is 
still a very important factor so far as 
dhoties are concerned, but once you 
have no border or even you have  a 
border which is indistinguishable, it 
is only necessary to prevent the cloth 
from tearing.  A thick border is in
tended as a protection for the cloth 
from tearing.  So that if you use the 
dhoti in the conventional style it will 
not tear.  The border holds the cloth 
together. But in my part of the coun
try, it is a  habit for  many to use 
mulmuls.  The person who does not 
use a bordered dhoti does not go in 
for a dhoU with a border which  is 
white, but he goes in for mulmul 
which is cheaper.  It ha« been the
h.xbit long long ago, long before the 
handlooms had the monopoly of  the 
market,  when we  were  importing 
wfiat we  used to  call  U703'.  and 
‘Glasgow-9000* mulls.  I think, long 
before Shri S. V. Ramaswamy  knew 
anything about the  sartorial  tastes
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from people. I suppose he learnt  it 
only after he became a Member  of 
Parliament, and before that he  did 
not mind what people did. The point 
really is that if anybody wants to 
switch over he can switch over, from 
using a white-bordered dhoti, because 
he can go to using mulmuL We are 
not preventing the mills from manu
facturing mulmul.  I can give the 
facts,—̂we have had an experience of 
about nine to ten months—in regard 
to this control order.

The deviations  that  have  taken 
place  by  means of  production of 
dhotis with a white border have been 
fractional, being roughly about U%. 
Surely, hon. Members do  not  want 
me to take this 1|% deviation  as 
something  serious, nor ig it  worth 
while for  hon.  Members to  waste 
paper, pen and ink. in writing  an 
amendment and asking me to accept 
it.

There is one other point, for which 
I would very humbly request the in
dulgence of  the  House.  You.  Sir, 
were speaking on this question  of 
imports of cloth.  I am not making a 
debating point of it but I am merely 
giving a piece of information.  My 
hon. friend Shri Algu Rai Shastri also 
made that point.  The one  trouble 
about these Imports is this.  We have 
to export, because we have to import 
raw materials for our industries. And 
thanks to my hon. colleague here, we 
do not have to import very much of 
food,—kbut we may  have to  import 
some time later,—̂but we have to im
port machinery, so we have to have 
an export of roughly  about  100/120 
crores worth of cloth a year, which is 
the optimum.  It is a little less now 
and we are not happy. What happens 
often is that countries which take our 
goods do not like the bans that  we 
put on their eoods.  I have said  in 
the House before that when i banned 
import of perfumes from France, they 
banned the import of  sports  goods 
from India, and I think we have lost 
roughly about a crore of rupees  on ^

that  account.  Perhaps if I  had 
allowed perfumes, I would have  got 
about Rs.  10 lakhs or Rs. 5  lakhs 
worth of perfumes. I might say that 
we have devised another method  of 
getting over these bans.  Of course,. 
w6 have the Tariff Commission, which 
gives protection to our industries and 
raises the duties, but administratively 
for revenue purposes, since we have to 
reduce the duties on raw  materials 
and essentials like medicines, we have 
raised, in the last budget, the duties 
on very many articles which are semi- 
luxuries,-̂ nd the duty on cloth,  so 
far as preferential duties are concern
ed, went up tTom 31-1/4% to 66-2/3 
per cent, and so far as non-preferen- 
tial duties are concerned, to 100%. We 
do hope that this is an effective check 
on our consumers buying this cloth. 
In this connection, I shall give a few 
figures.

During the time when cloth  was 
in the O.G.L.—i.e. anybody could im* 
port it—when the duty wag 31i%, so 
far as preferential duty was concern
ed, we imported in  1948-49, Rs. 
crores worth, and 47 million yards; in 
1949-50, we  imported Rs. 10  crores 
worth, and 73 million yards, but 
1952-53 we have imported  Rs. 1*24 
lakhs worth and 4̂ million yards, and 
for six months in 1953, we have im
ported Rs. 41 lakhs worth, and rough
ly about 2 million yards.

Sir, I am  merely  putting to  the* 
House that wo have a total export of 
750 million yards out of which  300 
million yards go to what are called 
Commonwealth  countries.  And 300 
million yards mean roughly about 35 
crores of rupees.  Well, in all  con
science, We must allow them to send 
here 40 lakhs  of  rupees worth  of 
goods.  Otherwise, we may lose  a 
good  portion of  that 300  millions. 
That is the secret, Sir, of the import 
of cloth; not that I am fond of it.  I 
ran ban it, but if I ban it, I will also 
ban exports of cloth. If I  ban  ex
ports, my power to buy raw materials- 
for industry and capital goods for our 
needs and food, when it is necessary,, 
will also be  restricted. That is the
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secred of this tihing. Not that I want 
foreign cloth.  Why should we?  we 
are producing 500 million yards so 
far as our mills are  concerned and 
1500 million yards so far as handlooms 
-are concerned.

One other point that has been rais
ed to which 1 would like to give an 
answer is this question: what is the 
position of handlooms today?  Well, 
Sir, by any large,  the position  is 
not bad. (Laughter from Opposition ll 
Benches), Well, hon. Members in the ■ 
Communist Group laugh and I do not 
mind their laughing. Sir, because  it ' 
Is good to see somebody laugh.  We 
should not all have long faces,  ana 
when a Communi;$t laug'is It is  a 
good thing, because he beoomcs  an 
extrovert instead of be.̂iig an inlrow-ii 
—which is what his dogma teaches 
him.

Sir, the position ig that the quantity 
of yarn available has been progres
sively rising.  In 1950 the quantity 
of yarn we made available to  the 
handloom  industry was 44.000 bales 
per month, and in 1951 it went ud a 
little.  Now the quantity that we are 
making available is over 70.000 bales 
per month.  On the basis of conver
sion of that into cloth, it comes  to 
somewhere about 1300 to 1600 million 
yards, and  we  are now  producing 
about 1500 million yards.  It may r>e 
that there are more handlooms than 
there were five years or three years 
back, but the fact really is that we 
have  reached  what was in  former 
times the optimum level of  oroduc- 
tlon.  And &s I said, these 40Q0 bales 
of dhoties which are In short supply 
in Madras have to be made up  by 
somebody and they are bein̂t  made 
up by the handloom industry. It may 
be a laughing matter, but it is also a 
grim fact.

Sir. that more or lesg brings me to 
the end of my story. I will say once 
again  that  this is a  very  simple 
measure. It does not give away any
thing.  It does not «o very much 
beyond the control order.  In any 
event, it  does  not  take away  the
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powers that Government have arising 
out of that control order. We do hope 
that we would not be called upon to 
levy the penal excise  duty  beyond, 
say, 2 annas. That is. a 121 per cent 
margin of  production ig  necessary. 
Even  there, we have  allowed  the 
calculation to be made on a quarterl: 
basis so that there can be an adjust
ment.  I have every hope, Sir, that 
the mill Industry will play fair  and 
wiU not pay us thig money.  If that 
happens, then we have done nothing 
wrong except to  protect  ourselves.

Shri Bhagwat Jha (Purnea cum 
Santal Parganas): May I seek a clari
fication from the hon. Minister?  He 
said that it did not take away  the 
powers of the Government.  In view 
of the fact that this Bill will not have 
the power to touch those mills which 
have produced  more,  may I  know 
what measures do  Government con
template to take against those mills 
who have already pocketed a heavy 
sum by breaking this order?

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari:  Sir.
Grovemment have to keep  their dis
cretion.  As Mr. Chatterjee asked me, 
I have gone into Uie question of the 
West Bengali Mills, and t And that in 
the case oflhree iniUg they are in a 
bad way.  Two of them are refugee 
mills.  One of them started late  in 
1952; So the quota system will  not 
apply to that mill. The quota for the 
new mills hag to be decided and some 
concession should be given to  the 
refugee mills which were started after 
the relevant period.  I am sure  my 
hon. friend does not want me to be a 
Shylock and insist upon the pound of 

flesh.

Shri S. S. More: Sir,  he is  not
addressing the Chair.

Shri T. T. Kriahnamachari: Sir, the 

Chair hears it.

Shri S, 8. Moie: I rise to a point of 
order. Sir.

Mr. Chairman: I think the  hon.
Minister was  addressing the  Chair; 
he was only facing that side.  Other
wise he was addressing the Chair.
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Shri 6. S. More: 1 want a clarifica
tion, Sir. Is it enough that the Chair 
hears him and he can address anyone?

Shri G. U. DeshiMinde (Nasik-Cen- 
tral): Sir̂ I rise to a point of order. 
When the hon.  Mr.  More raised  a 
point  of  order he did not  address 
himself to the Chief; he was address
ing the hon. Minister.  He ought  to 
have addressed facing the Chair.

Mr. Chairman: The Chair does not 
want that whenever  Members speak 
they should always have their faces 
towards the Chair.  Otherwise it will 
be very  difficult for  the  members 
themselves to face other members and 
make an impression.  They need not 
always look towards the Chair.  All 
that is required is they must address 
the chair.

The question is:

“That the Bill to  provide for 
the levy  and  collection of  an 
additional excise duty on dhoties 
Issued out of mills in  excess of 
the quota fixed for the  purpose, 
be taken into consideration.”

The motion was adopted.

Mr. Chairman: Before I proceed
with the clauses, I have to announce 
that tomorrow after the termination 
of the discussion on this Bill, the In
dustrial Disputes (Amendment)  Bill 
will be taken into consideration.

Clause Z— {Definitions),

Shri S. V. Ramaswamy rose—

Mr. Chairman: Does he propose to 
move the amendment?

Shri S. V. Ramaswamj:  Not mov
ing, Sir.

Shri Gopala Rao:  I beg to  move:

In page 1, line 13, after “contains” 
insert **or does not contain”.

Sir, this is a simple amendment and 
I tlhink no explanation is needed. As 
you know, Sit, In some of the States 
pe<9le wear dhoties without  border.

That is why it will be a short coming 
if this is not  amended in this  Bill. 
The spirit of this amendment is to 
include dhoties even without borders. 
They must also come into the picture. 
I do not think the hon. Minister will 
oppose this.

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: I have 
said, Sir, that we do not propose • to- 
include non-coloured borders. So. I 
am unable to accept this.

Mr. Chairman: The question is;

In page 1, line 13, after ‘̂contains”' 
insert ‘‘or does not contain”.

The motion was negatived,

Shri Sinhasan Singh: i beg to move;

In page 1, line 13, for “yarn on its. 
borders” substitute “or white yarn ta 
indicate its borders”.

6hri T. T. Krishnamachari: I am
not accepting it; why do you want to* 
move it?

Shri Sinhasan Singh: There may
be reasons for your not accepting it. 
In your part, generally dhoties have 
colour̂ borders; but, in  our  parts 
we find dhoties which have no colour 
ed borders.  I am only putting  the 
words, ‘white yam to  indicate  its 
borders’.  It does not do any harm. 
If  the  production  goes  beyohrt 
the margin then only  the  question 
comes up.  It only affects a part,  5 
or 6 per cent, of dhoties with white 
yam border. Why compare the whole 
country with one part of it.  There 
cannot be any special objection  to- 
this; you need not compare it  with 
mtilmul.  It is of a different texture. 
Both the textures cannot be  mixed 
up.  I would request him to  accept 
this amendment because it is a harm
less one.

Shri T. T. WMaumuhm:  i have 
already said that there is only 
deviation
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Mr. Chairman: The question is:—

In page 1, line 13, for ŷarn on its 
borders” substitute “or white yarn to 
indicate its borders'".

The motion was negatived.

Shri S. C. Samaato (Tamluk): 1 beg 
to move:

In page 1, after line 13, insert:

**(iia) contains double yarn in 
the waip of the border;*’

My contention,  Sir,  is  that  In 
dhoties, borders are indicated by giv
ing double yam in the warp. It may 
be that the mills  will  manufacture 
shirtings  and thans with  white 
borders without any  coloured yarn. 
In that case the intention of the Bill 
will be frustrated.  So I r̂ esi that 
my amendment may be accepted.

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: I  am
advised by my technical advisers that 
the  contingency  is not  likely  to 
happen.  In any event I do not want 
to complicate the" issue.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. Mem
ber wish to press his amendment?

Shri S. Ci Samanta: Yes, Sir.

Mr. Chairman:  The question is:

In page 1, after line 13, insert:

“(iia) contains double yarn in 
the warp of the border;**

The motion was negatived.

Shri Gopalm Rao:  T beg to move:

In page 1, after line 24, add:

**(e) the cases of the mills ex
clusively  manufacturing dhoties 
should be  considered  on  their 
merits for fixing up quotas and 
levying additional excite duty.*’

For the definition of ••qudta’*,  a 
uniform basis should not be applied, 
because there  are  s5me  mills ex
clusively producing dhoties and  as 
such some discrimination  must  be

made.  That is  the spirit of my 

amendment.

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: They
need not come In the definition  and 
they are provided in the subsequent 
clauses.

Mr. Chairman: The  question  Is:

In page 1, after line 24, add:

**(e) the cases of the mills ex
clusively  manufacture dhoties 
should be considered  on  their 
merits for fixing û“1J[Uotas  and 
levying additional excise duty.**

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman; The  question is: 

*'That clause 2  stand part  of 
the Bill.**

The motion was adopted.

Clause 2 was added to the Bill.

Clause 3 was added to the Bill.

ClanM 4 — (Levy of Additional duty 
of excise on dhoties).

Shri Sinhasan Singh rosê

Shri T. T. Krishnamachari: I do not
think his amendment is  admissible. 
A fine means that you have got  to 
levy a fine.  We cannot levy a fine 
merely because in an  enactment  it 
should be specifically so provided: the 
persons concerned have got to go to 
the court and prove it.  This is con
trary to the principles of the Bill.

Shri Sinhasan Singh: I want a com* 
plete fine. This duty is in fact a fine. 
You have put it at 2 annas to 8 annas.
I put it at 6 annas.

Mr. Chairman: The  question is
whether the levy of six  annas per 
yard would not enhance the duty. It 
requires the recommendation of  the 
President  I wanted to hear him on 
this point—if he has anything to say. 
Therefore,  thig  amendment is not 
allowable.

Mr. Chairman: The  question  is:

*That clause 4 stand  part of 
the Bfll.**

The motion was adopted.
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Clause 4 was added to the Bill.

Clauses 5 and 6 were added to the 
Bill

The Schedule was added to the Bill,

Clause 1 was added to the Bill,

The Title and the Enacting Formula 
were added to the Bill.

Shrl T. T. Krisbnamacbari: i beg to
move:

“That the Bill be passed.*'

Mr. Cbalrman: Motion moved:

“That the Bill be passed.’*

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COUNCIL 
OF STATES 

Secretary: Sir, I have to report the 
following message received from  the 
Secretary of the Council of States:

‘In accordance with the provi
sions of rule 97 of the Rules  of 
Procedure and Conduct of Busi
ness in the Council of  States, I 
am directed to enclose a copy of 
the Employees*  Provident Fund 
(Amendment) Bill,  1953, which 
has been passed as  amended by 
the Council of St̂ites at its sitting 
held on the 24th November. 1953.**

EMPLOYEES*  PROVIDENT  FUNDS 
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Secretary: Sir, I lay the Employees’ 
Provident Funds  (Amendment) Bill, 
1953, passed as amended by the Coun
cil of States OIL the  Table  of the 
House.

The House then adjourned till Half 
Past One of the Clock on Thursday, 
the 26th November, 1953.




